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The goal of a diffuser is to transform kinetic energy into potential energy with
minimum losses in total pressure. Existing supersonic diffusers are based on
compression through shock waves. This process is inherently inefficient because
of the large losses caused by the shocks. We investigate by means of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) the viscous flow in a supersonic diffuser designed
by means of inviscid theory to produce a shock-free isentropic compression. The
design is based on the combination of elementary flows. Two simple wave regions
connected by a sink flow are used to take a uniform supersonic flow at one Mach
n u m b e r to a uniform supersonic flow at a lower Mach number. The theory gives
a n exact solution for two-dimensional flow. Hie shape of the diffuser depends on
t h e entrance and exit Mach numbers. For a given inlet Mach number, there is a
minimum outlet Mach number determined by a limit line that forms a t the
throat. Multiple stage diffusers may be used to reduce the Mach number and
minimize the shock losses. The results indicate the existence of oblique shock
waves and flow separation.

Nevertheless, the diffuser efficiency is very high

when compared to existing diffuser data. The diffusers may be used for engine
inlets or supersonic wind tunnels. Only laminar flows are considered.
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1.0 Background
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate by means of Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) the viscous flow in a supersonic diffuser designed by means of
inviscid theory to produce a shock-free isentropic compression. TTie design of
diffusers poses a difficult problem because the adverse pressure gradient makes
the boundary layer susceptible to flow separation which causes large losses in
the flow. In the case of supersonic flow, the existence of shock waves, with their
losses and adverse effect on the boundary layer, makes the problem even more
difficult. In fact supersonic diffusers make use of shock waves to compress the
flow. Experiments have shown that continuous compression from supersonic to
subsonic velocities without shock waves is not possible inside diffusers [Ref. 1 &
2]. Hie main design goal is to minimize the losses caused by the system of
shocks. Supersonic diffusers are used in supersonic wind tunnels, and engine
intakes.

1.1 Supersonic Wind Tunnels
Supersonic diffusers for wind tunnels are divided into normal shock,
constant area, converging-diverging, and variable geometry. In a normal shock
diffuser the test section is foUowed by a straight divergent duct so that a normal
shock forms at the entrance of the duct and the flow is subsonic thereafter. In
reality instead of the normal shock, a system of oblique shocks forms inside the
divergent duct, and interacts with the boundary layer to cause large losses. The
constant area diffuser simply extends the test section and has a subsonic divergent duct at the end. Inside the constant area duct a multiple train of oblique
shock waves compresses the flow. Due to boundary layer growth the effective
1

area of the duct is decreased. This causes an acceleration in the subsonic part of
the flow which helps reduce the flow separation on the wail as compared to the
previous case. Recent experiments with constant area ducts have shown that for
low Mach numbers (M=1.6) a series of almost normal shocks causes the compression and no boundary layer separation is observed on the wails. At higher
Mach numbers (M=2.5) a train of multiple oblique shocks is observed which
causes large regions of flow separation and unsteadiness in the flow. The unsteadiness appears as high frequency streamwise oscillation and low frequency
transverse oscillation [Ref. 3]. These results have been confirmed by numerical
investigations [Ref. 4]. For proper operation of this diffuser the diameter to
length ratio should be of the order of 20. Constant area diffusers are useful for
Mach numbers less than 2.5 [Ref. 5]. Pressure recovery vs Mach number data
taken from [Ref. 5] are given in Fig. (1.1).
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Pressure Ratio for Constant Area
Diffusers, taken from Ref. [5]

The pressure recovery is defined as total pressure at the inlet divided by the total
2

pressure at the exit. Note that these diffusers are less efficient than pressure
recovery through an inviscid normal shock.
For higher Mach numbers convergent-divergent ducts are used. In this kind
of diffuser most of the compression occurs in the convergent part by means of an
oblique shock wave system. After the throat, the flow behaves as the subsonic
part of a constant area diffuser. A summary of pressure recovery data for this
kind of diffuser (taken from Ref. [5]) is given in Fig. (1.2). Hie efficiency of these
diffusers are very close to the normal shock theory.
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Figure 1.2 Pressure Ratio for Diffusers With Fixed
Contractions, taken from Ref. [5]

The addition of a second throat to the wind tunnel creates a new problem due
to mass conservation throughout. This problem occurs during the initial stage of
operation of the wind tunnel, as the flow accelerates from subsonic to supersonic, a normal shock forms in front of the diffuser throat. If the throat is too small,
which is usually the case for optimum steady state operation, the shock can not
move through it and the diffuser acts as a subsonic nozzle [Ref. 1 & 6]. TTie sub3

sonic nozzle can be explained by the movement of the normal shock upstream
towards the inlet leaving the flow subsonic behind it; this is referred to as an u n started flow [Ref. 7]. The solution to the start-up problem can be obtained by having a larger than optimum throat, a variable geometry throat, or starting the flow
at a higher Mach number for which the throat area is adequate [Ref. 8]. No attempt has been made to investigate the start-up problem. The variable geometry
diffusers are of the convergent-divergent type in which the throat area decreases
from the starting position to the optimum running position. Pressure recovery
data taken from [Ref. 5] is given in Fig. (1.3). These diffusers have better performance than the normal shock theory.
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Pressure Ratio for Diffusers With Variable
Geometry, taken from Ref. [5]

The performance of supersonic diffusers and the start-up problem may be
improved by the use of injectors and ejectors [Ref. 9]. Injectors are high speed
jets introduced at the entrance of the diffuser to energize the slowing flow. Ejectors are nozzles placed at the end of the diffuser to create a low pressure region
4

are three types for supersonic inlets: external, internal, and mixed [Ref. 7]. External supersonic compression inlets are those in which most of the pressure recovery is obtained through shock waves outside of the inlet duct. These may be
obtained through multiple oblique shocks, a single normal shock, pitot intake, or
an isentropic compression (Fig. 1.5). On the other hand the inlet may be designed so that the shock waves occur within the duct in which case the compression is internal. Most modern inlets use mixed compression in which part of the
shocks are outside and part are inside. The mixed compression diffusers suffer
of inlet u n - s t a r t but may have very low external drag and high pressure recovery
[Ref. 12].

Mco>1
Shock

Sonic line

T|e:General limit for external
shock attachment
p s .Calculated for two-dimensional
~ isentropic compression with
^ ° normal shock and T| v r 3°

Normal Shock

Isentropic Compression

Oblique shocks
Figure 1.5 Sample Engine Intakes, taken from Ref. [7]

Bleeding is one form of inhibiting flow separation. In external compression
intakes, the bleed is positioned downstream of the normal shock on the compression surface [Ref. 5]. However, in internal or mixed compression intakes the
bleed's location plays a big role in its effectiveness.

For example, if you bleed

before the throat, the throat area will decrease according to mass conservation.
The increase in total pressure recovery must be large enough to at least compensate for the decrease in the throat area [Ref. 5].
6

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) has been used in Ref. [12] to investigate the effect of bleeding on a mixed compression inlet. A total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme was used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. It was concluded that a bleed /bypass system improves capturing and stability of the
terminal shock. Also, a variable rate of bleeding is required to stabilize the terminal shock [Ref. 13]. Another study uses an implicit second-order upwind scheme
to solve the two dimensional (2D) time dependent Navier-Stokes equations to corroborate the above results [Ref. 14].

7

Figure (2.1) shows the upper half of a diffuser wall, and the flow regions separated by the dividing characteristic lines and relevant points. Point C on the wall
is important because it is the inflection point and is common to regions II, III, and
IV. At this point the slope of the wall has its maximum.

2.1 • 1 Mathematical Formulation

Since in inviscid flow a streamline may be replaced by a solid wall, the equation that defines the diffuser wall is given by the streamline that goes through
points PC in region II and CA' in region IV. To obtain these equations we use
conservation of mass. First, we need the equations of the curved characteristic
lines FC and AC. Since these belong to the sink region, polar coordinates simplify the analysis. Figure (2.2) shows the pertinent notation with the origin of the
coordinate system, r=0, being the center of the sink and region III highlighted.

Figure 2.2. Sink Flow

9

Several points m u s t be clarified. In the diffuser flow only the section FAC
exists physically, while the whole flow field exists mathematically; r* defines the
radius at which M=l, and 0* is the minimum value of 0= 0C.
Conservation of m a s s is used to obtain the equation of the wall by matching
the flow from the sink region with that of the simple wave regions through the
connecting characteristic lines. We start by obtaining the equations of the connecting characteristic lines.

By definition of characteristic line, the included

angle between the velocity vector at a point and the tangent to the characteristic
is equal to the Mach angle, \i, at the point. If we consider an element of a rightrunning characteristic line a s defined in Fig. (2.3), we have from geometry,
characteristic line
rd9
-dr

=

(2.1)

tan [i

V
But by definition of Mach angle,

[i = sin

•a)

(2.2)

Figure 2.3. Right-Running
Characteristic Line

therefore,
t a n \i =

1
7M

2

(2.3)

- 1

and
4? = -(M 2 - l)2" d9

Right - running

(2.4)

A similar analysis for the left-running characteristic line, CF, leads to
dr
_ (M2 - l) 2 d9
<f =

Left - running

10

(2.5)

We need to relate r to M to be able to integrate. For the sink flow, the isentopic
ratio simplifies to
(Y+D

A =i =X
A*

r*

M

2 (Y-D

fr) *

(2.6)

where
w 22
X = 1 + Y
i ^- -l M

(2.7)

From Eq. 2.6 we obtain

7

= %TC

dM

<2-8>

Integration of equations (2.4) and (2.5) with the use of (2.8) gives:
n

Mr

e
M
where + : corresponds to the left running line
- : corresponds to the right running line
The integral on the right hand side is the well known Prandtl-Meyer function;
v. Using the notation v(Mf) = vf ,
jc-e = v r v

(2.10)

for the left-running line and,
jt-6 = v-v a

(2.11)

for the right-running line
Mf and M a can be related to Mc by means of the Prandtl-Meyer function in
regions II and IV respectively. The angle of the wall at C is given by:
jt-0 c = v r v c

(2.12)

11

The same reasoning applied to region IV leads to:
jt-9 c = v c -v a

(2.13)

Eliminating 0C in the above equation gives
v

c = 5 (v r v a )

(2.14)

from where M c may be obtained by inverting the Prandtl-Meyer function.

The equation of the lines FC and CA, in polar coordinates (r,0), are given in
parametric form by equations 2.10, 2.11, and 2.6, respectively, with M as the parameter. TTie only unknown in this set of equations is r*. To fmd r* we use global
conservation of mass within the diffuser wall and the imaginary part of the sink
flow. Considering the M= 1, r=r*, location on the sink flow, the mass flow through
the spherical cap of radius r* is
m = Q* V A*

(2.15)

where the area A* is equal to (rc-0*)r*. By means of isentropic relations, the equation of state for a perfect gas, and the definition of Mach number, equation (2.15)
may be written a s (see Emanuel 1986 for details)

Y+l

» - ^ (TTT)"" M

I

r

' (m

)' P»

P-161

where y is the ratio of specific heats [y=\A for air), R is the gas constant, and the
subscript o denotes stagnation conditions.

On the other hand, the mean flow at the inlet of the upper half of the diffuser
12

is

M,

m =

Y+l

(l+^Mj)™

fe

(2.17)

)2 P° ^

The area Af is equal to the distance F F ' in Fig. 2.1, because we assume unity for
the depth of the two-dimensional diffuser. Equating equations (2.16) and (2.17)
we obtain

MfYf

r =

(2.18)
2ly-l)

{*-*') \{Ml+^M?)

We are now ready to develop the equation for the wall. Again, we use mass
conservation, this time we balance mass flow between a portion of the sink region
contained by the wall and the corresponding simple wave region as shown in Fig.
(2.4).

The m a s s flow through the sink
region for r p and 0-6* is
m = Op V p r P (9-9 *)

(2.19)

The m a s s flow across the straight
characteristic line from P to P' is
m = Qp V p sinn L

Figure 2.4. The Wall

(2.20)
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where I is the length from P to P .
Equating (2.19) and (2.20) and solving for L, we have

l - !?41i

(2.21)

sinn
but

Sinn = i

(2.22)

therefore

I = (9-9 *) r M

(2.23)

the coordinates of the point P are given by

x p = r p cos (JI-9)

= -r P cos 6

(2.24)

y p = r P s i n (jt-8)

= r P sin 9

(2.25)

hence, the coordinates of P* are ( note that cos(rc-e+n) = -cos(G-n) and sin(n-0+|i) =

sin(e-n) ):
x = -[r cos 6 + I cos (9-(i) ]

(2.26)

y = r sin 8 + L sin (6-fx)

(2.27)

Equations (2.26) and (2.27) define the coordinates of the wall from F to C (see
Fig. 2.1). A similar analysis using the CA characteristic line gives
14

The design procedure presented in this section has a limit on the minimum
Mach n u m b e r attainable at the exit for a given inlet Mach number. The next section explores this fact.
A flow can be diffused from an inlet Mach number Mf to any desired Ma, by a
multiple stage diffuser. For example, a flow of Mf=3 is to be diffused to Ma= 1.4, a
two-stage diffuser can be used. The first stage goes from Mn=3 to M a i=2.0, with
Y f l =45 (see Fig. 2.6), and the second, from M f2 =M al =2.0 to M a2 =1.4, with Yf2=Yal.

100.0
Stage 1

Y
[cm]

0.0

100.0

0.0

Stage 2

200.0

300.0

400.0
[cm]

Figure 2.6 Two-Stage Diffuser

It should also be noted that the curvature of the wall is discontinuous at the
inflection point. Figure (2.7) shows a wall and its first and second derivatives
(Mf=3.0, M a =1.34).

2 n d Derivative

1 s t Derivative

-102

-104
00

100 0

50.0

Figure 2.7 First & Second Derivatives of the wall
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2 . 1 . 3 M i n i m u m Diffuser Exit Mach Number, Mamin
The design procedure in sec. 2.1.2 has an interesting limitation. TTie minimum
Mach n u m b e r attainable for a given inlet Mach number is limited by the development of a limit line at the exit of the diffuser. In this section, we prove the existence of the limit line and develop the equation for Mamin.

A limit line is characterized by infinite acceleration [Ref. 17]. The acceleration of a fluid particle is given by the substantial derivative of the speed:

a = ^

(2.30)

using natural coordinates [Ref. 15] the substantial derivative for steady two-dimensional flow is
DV
Dt

= v

dV
ds

f231)
{Z dl}

V

'

where s is the distance along a streamline. The acceleration is evaluated along
the streamline that forms the diffuser given by Eqs. (2.26) through (2.29). A differential element ds along the wall is defined as

ds - / d x 2 + dy 2
where x and y are functions of M only.

(2.32)
The derivative of the velocity along the

streamline can be written a s a function of M by means of the chain rule

dv
ds

=

&_ M

(2
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dM ds

If dV/dM and V are different than zero or infinity, the limit line occurs when
dM/ds->°°. We examine first the condition on dV/dM. By means of V=aM, we
17

Where
A = tan ^ M

2

-

l)

D = Y+ 1
Y" 1

B^tan-f./M^l

dr
dM

C = v c + A - B /D

r (M 2 -l)
M(l + ^ M 2 )

2.2 Effect of Ma on the Wall Shape
The length of the diffuser depends on M a for a given Mf. Figure (2.8) shows
the variation of diffuser length L, with exit Mach number for different Mf. Note
that the length increases with M a , and in the limit Mf=Ma the diffuser becomes a
constant area duct of length 2F'F", using the notation of Fig. (2.1). The shortest
diffuser occurs when M a =M amin .
M,=3 5

L
2Y,

Ma
Figure 2.8 Diffuser Length vs Exit Mach Number
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Figures (2.9&2.10) show the effect of the exit Mach number Ma on the wall
shape.
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Figure 2.9 The Effect of Ma on the Shape of the Characteristic Lines

Note that a straight wall diffuser with a maximum length occurs when Mf=Ma
(Fig. 2.9a). As Ma decreases so does the diffuser length until M amin is reached
were the optimum length for the diffuser is found (Fig. 2.9f). Also note that the
wall reverses for Ma < Mamin (Fig- 2.10), which is typical of a limit line [Ref. 17].
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Figure 2.10 Effect of Ma on the wall shape

2.3 The Exact Solution

The simplicity of the design philosophy leads to the existence of a n exact
solution for the complete flow field. The computation requires some explanation.
Let the coordinates of point P be (x,y). TTie flow at P depends on its location within the diffuser (Fig. 2.11). If P is in the sink region, Eq. 2.6 can be used to obtain
the Mach number. If the point P is in one of the simple wave regions (recall that
all properties of the flow are constant along straight characteristic lines) we first
obtain the equation of the straight characteristic line that passes through P, and
intersects the regions respective first curved characteristic line CF or CA. Then,
through an iterative non-linear procedure that equation is solved for the Mach
number. Once the Mach number is known all other properties can be computed
by means of the isentropic relations:
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(2.36)

P = P0 XTT

Q = Qc

(2.37)

r-i

X

T = T0 X

-l

(2.38)

Where
X = 1+

Figure 2.11 A Point in the Flow

2.3.1 Procedure

We first convert (x,y) to polar coordinates (r,6). With 9 fixed, r is used to locate
the region. TTie characteristic lines F'F, FC, CA, and AA', Fig. (2.12), are the
boundaries between the different regions. The equations for all these lines are
needed. The equations for FC and CA were obtained in sec. 2.1.1. The equations
for F F and AA' are given by
v

tan

^f

=

i

(2.39)

x7^7
y

2
ten ^ = x^q

(2.40)
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where
x F <; xx <> xF.

0 <; y! <> yF.

f

xA. <; x 2 < xA ,

0 <; y 2 <; yA

Figure 2.12 Diffuser Analysis

In polar coordinates we have

r i1 =

2

x f t a n Hf

(2.41)

tan [if cos Qx + sin Qx

x a tan fia
tan (ia cos 0 2 + sin 6 2

(2.42)

If we use the notation rj, rn, r m , and r ^ for the values of r on the four characteristic lines, and 0* as the minimum angle within the sink region, the following conditions fix the region:

Region V

r < r,rv

Region IV

r

rv < r < rffl
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Region

III

rHI < r ^ r n

Region II

r u < r ^ r{

Region I

r > rT

To find the properties of the flow in region IV we use the equation of the
straight characteristic line that passes through the point P. Using P and the
point i on CA the equation of the straight line is given by
Y

y-yi

tan(|i 1 - (JX - 0t))
or
tan(0i + jij

y-yi
x-x,

(2.43)

Figure 2.13

In polar coordinates

tan(6 1 + ixj =

r sin(;t - 0) - rl sinfji - 0j
r COS(JI - 0) - rx COS(JI -

0t)

r sin0-rj sin0 t
Tj cosOj-r cos0

(2.44)

Because point 2, in Fig. (2.12), is in the boundary between the simple wave region
and the sink, rx is given by Eq. (2.6) as a function of the Mach number. Equation
(2.11) gives 0j a s a function of the Mach number at point i. Therefore, for given
values of rx and 0! Eqs. (2.6), (2.11), and (2.44) are a non-linear system of equa24

tions for the unknown rA, 0i and Mt.
A similar procedure for region II yields:

tan

, rt v r sinO-n sin0t
^ - 8 « ) = rt cos9 r r cos8

(2.45)

In region in, the properties are found by solving Eq. (2.6) for the Mach number M. Regions I and V are uniform with known properties.

The exact solution for a Mp3, Ma=1.34 case at sea level conditions is shown
in Fig. (2.14) .
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Figure 2.14 Exact Solution for Mtz3.0 and Ma=Mamin=1.34
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3.0 Numerical Formulation

This chapter explains the numerical aspects of the solution of the flow within
the diffuser. The Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) program VNAP2 is presented in section 3.1 followed by the grid generation method in 3.2. The various
input flags and parameters that may be adjusted within VNAP2 are explained in
section 3.3.

3.1

VNAP2
VNAP2 was developed by Michael C. Cline at the Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory in the 1980's [Ref. 18]. It is a FORTRAN computer program for the calculation of laminar or turbulent, inviscid or viscous, steady or unsteady, subsonic or
supersonic two-dimensional (2D or axisymmetric) fluid flows. VNAP2 solves the
two-dimensional, time-dependent, compressible Navier-Stokes equations by a
second-order-accurate unsplit McCormack finite-difference method.
VNAP2 h a s several features that are needed for this project: variable grid
spacing, artificial viscosity, and acceleration schemes. These features are presented in the following paragraphs.
The grid spacing in the physical-space may be varied in both coordinate
directions. Grid compression normal to the wall is used to resolve the boundary
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layer close to the wall. The variable spacing along the axis of the diffuser is used
to increase the resolution towards the exit where the flow exhibits steep gradients. The variable grid is mapped from the physical-plane onto a uniform rectangular grid in the computational space through two transformations. The first
transforms the physical space grid to a non-uniform rectangular grid. The second m a p s the variable non-uniform grid to a uniform rectangular grid.
The internal grid points are computed using the unsplit MacCormack
scheme [Ref. 19]. While boundary grid points are computed using a referenceplane-characteristic scheme with the viscous terms treated as source functions.
Steady flows are calculated by marching an initial guess in time until some convergence criterion is satisfied. An explicit artificial viscosity model based on the
divergence of the velocity is used to stabilize numerical instabilities in computations with shock waves. The artificial viscosity coefficients are added directly to
the molecular viscosity coefficients.
Two acceleration options to speed-up viscous computations are available.
The subcycle option allows the portion of the grid with small grid spacing to be
subcycted through several time steps for each step of the remainder of the grid.
The Quick Solver is an additional option that works in conjunction with the subcycle option to accelerate computations. It uses a routine that removes the speed
of sound from the CFL stability condition in the y-direction. For this option, the
flow in the y-direction is assumed to be subsonic.

3.1.1 Governing Equations

The non-conservative form of the two-dimensional time-dependent, com28

pressible, Navier-Stokes equations for a perfect gas are:

Continuity:
^

At

+

u

at

^
Av
dx

+ v

^ + Q(|u + | v \
ay M t e
ay/

= 0

(3.1)

X-Momentum:
i u . a u ,
at
ax

a_u , l a p
ay Q ax

=

i_a_
Q ax

<H-2rig + * g

+ 1^-

n

oay

ax

ay

(3.2)

Y-Momentum:

at

ax

ay

Q ay

e> ay ft+2rig+xg

Qax

^ifx + f

(3.3)

Energy:

< £ + u | E + v |P
at

dx

a » i * + u a*x

+ v||-(v-lK(X

+

dy

/av\2 +, /au\
lax") Va^J

2T

23,
+, 2?t

2,)

£)*

au^Y , 2 avau , j / k £ r \ , .i_/ k £r\
axay + ^ axay + axl k axj + tyX^zy)

(3.4)

Ideal Gas:
P =

(3.5)

QRT

where x and y are the space coordinates, t is the time, p is the density, P is the
pressure, T is the temperature, u and v are the velocity components in the x and
y directions respectively, a is the speed of sound, R is the gas constant, |i and A.
are t h e first and second coefficients of molecular viscosity, y is the ratio of specific
heats, and k is the coefficient of molecular conductivity.
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The above define a system of five equations for the following five unknowns:
u, v, P. pt and T. The viscosity coefficients are obtained from the Power Law
\i = a T$

where
a & p are constants ( 0.5 < p < 1.0 )
T= free stream temperature

and Stoke's hypothesis is used.

Note that terms associated with axisymmetric flow and turbulence modeling
of VNAP2 have been omitted.

3 . 1 . 2 MacCormack F i n i t e Difference S c h e m e

All interior points are calculated by using a MacCormack two step unsplitin-time finite difference scheme. Backward differences are used for all spatial
derivatives in the first step (predictor solution) and forward differences in the second step (corrector solution). However, time derivatives are forward in time in
both steps.
This scheme is second order accurate in both time and space [Ref. 19]. As an
example, the MacCormack scheme is demonstrated on the one-dimensional
wave equation,
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u
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predictor step:
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Figure 3.1 Molecule

corrector step:
U*+ 1 + Un

( u ^ - U r l) + (un+ r U » )

At

2 Ax

u

n+ 1 _ 1

<

+ n n+1

'

0

-^(n-^n+1)

where the over bar refers to the predictor step.

When applied to the x-momentum, Eq. (3.2) becomes (see Fig. 3.2):
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Where:
subscripts l,m: are the axial and radial grid points.
superscript n: time step.
the bar: values calculated in the predictor step.
G: the right hand side of the predictor equation with all variables corresponding to the predictor step: u, v, p, ji, X.
and the viscous terms are modeled with central differences.
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Figure 3.2 The Computational Grid, Molecules in time

3.1.3 Stability Condition

The time step used to solve explicit methods such as MacCormak's is dictated by the Courant Friedrichs Lewy (CFL) condition. The CFL condition ensures that all errors from any source (round-off, truncation) do not grow in the sequence of numerical procedures as the calculation proceeds from one marching
step to the next. But more practically, the CFL condition limits At for a given Ax
and Ay. If Ax and Ay are small then At is small, and that leads to longer computation time.
VNAP2 uses the minimum time step calculated in either dimension,
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At = min (Atx, Aty)

(3.10)

where

At

'" ^ + V *

At

yy = ,Iv|
4-a
vl+
a
Ay

u
+, _u
*

. .

(3.Hb)

A
A,
xT?
y

A and Ai are constants that usually equal to 0.9 and 0.25 respectively
(see sec. 3.3), and a is the speed of sound.

3 . 1 . 4 The Artificial Viscosity Model

The numerical solution is stabilized for shock wave calculations by using an
artificial viscosity model. The procedure calculates the artificial viscosity coefficients:
*A = CCX AxAy Q g + | £

(3.6)

HA = c " ^

(3-7)

and the thermal conductivity coefficient:
kA = ^

(3 8)

^

-

where
C, Cx, and C^ are constants specified by the user
PrA: artificial Prandtl number, the default value is 0.7
Ax, Ay: mesh spacing
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the |i A and XA are added to the molecular \i and X viscosity coefficient, and k A is
added to the molecular conductivity, k.
Also, an artificial density smoothing term is added to the right-hand side of
Eq. (3.1):
Eq. ( 3 . 1 ) = ^

(3.9)

where C p is a constant.
The artificial viscosity is set to zero for flows with expansions, V V > 0

3 . 2 Grid Generation

The non-uniform grid that takes the shape of the physical boundaries is
transformed into a rectangular uniform grid by means of two consecutive mappings. The first transforms the physical grid into a rectangular non-uniform
grid, and the second maps the non-uniform grid into a uniform grid.
T h e xn:oordinates of the wall points (xw,yw) represent the physical grid distribution in the x-direction as shown in Fig. (3.3a). In the y-direction, the distribution can be uniform or compressed towards the wall.

The x, y, t physical space is mapped into a rectangular £, rf, T grid (Fig. 3.3b)
by,

c = x
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x = t
where,
yw(x) is the equation of the wall.

(a) Physical Grid (x, y, t)

V ii

T\ i

M=MMAX

M=MMAX

M=l

i

llll »»

M=l

(c) Computational Uniform Grid (C, r|, T)

(b) Computational Variable Grid (£, r\, T)

Figure 3.3 Physical and Computational Grids

The second mapping functions are constructed in tabular form by fixing A£
and ATI values and matching the uniform and non-uniform grid points. These
tabular functions are used to calculate the necessary derivatives by a first order
finite difference scheme. The variable grid space £, rj, T is mapped into a uniform
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grid £, r|> T (see Fig (3.3 c)) by means of the tabular functions:
c =c(c)
i] = r|Crp
X

=

X

The slope of the grid lines is computed as follows:
d
dx

= »J? + a Sj

-^i

d

ay "

d
dt

d
' dx

where,

CO

=

M

dc
dc
d^j_
drfYw

a =

3.2.2 Grid Biasing

It is desired to compress the grid in an element of length L as shown in Fig.
(3.4). If the total number of grid points is n, the function
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gives the spacing between point i and i+1, with a defined by the condition
n
1=2

and e fixed to provide the desired compression. For e>0 the compression is to the
right (away from the start point), and vice versa.

,

A s

i

-*—•—•—•—•—»

• • • • • • •«

1+1

Figure 3.4 Length Element

Compression or grid biasing in the x-direction is taken from the natural distribution of the wall points (see section 3.2 and Fig. (3.3a)). In early stages of this
study a grid compressed towards the inflection point was also used (see section
4.4).

3 . 3 T h e VNAP2 Input File
The input file is read using the namelist format [Ref. 20]. The file consists of
a title and 10 namelists: CNTRL, IVS, GEMTRY, GCBL, BC, AVL, RVL, TURBL,
DFSL, and VCL.
Namelist CNTRL contains variables that control the overall logic of the program: mesh size, number of time steps... etc, but most importantly, it contains
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the variable FDT which is the premultiplier A for the allowable C-F-L time step in
Eqs. (3.11), which affects time smoothing.
IVS specifies how the initial data surface is being calculated. GEMTRY contains parameters that define the wall contour. BC specifies the flow boundary
conditions for all computational boundaries.
AVL and RVL are namelists that specify artificial and real viscosity respectively. CAV is the premultiplier C in Eq. (3.6) which controls the overall amount
of smoothing. Also, ISS is an integer that, when not equal to zero, adds the
sound speed gradient to the velocity divergence in Eq. (3.6).

SMACH, denotes

the Mach number below which no artificial viscosity for shock calculations is
added to the solution.
Finally, namelist VCL specifies the variable grid coordinates as well a s the
parameters that control the subcycle and Quick Solver options.
The importance of artificial viscosity is explained by Cline in Ref. [18]:
'The artificial viscosity model contains many parameters. However, in
most cases the user needs to be concerned with only CAV and FDT. CAV
controls the overall amount of smoothing and FDT controls the time step.
If the space oscillations (that is, oscillations from point to point in the
same time step plane) are too large, increase CAV. If the shock is too
smeared, indicating excessive viscous dissipation, decrease CAV. However, if the time oscillations (that is oscillations at the same space point
in different time planes) are too large, then decrease FDT. Increase in
CAV often require decrease in FDT, whereas decreases in CAV often allow
increases in FDT. For computation efficiency one uses large values of
FDT and, therefore, small values of CAV." (P.44).

3 . 3 . 1 A S a m p l e Input File
CASE NO. 1 - SUPERSONIC OPTICAL AT M=3 (GENERATED BY PROGRAM eman_2.f)
&CNTRL LMAX=176,MMAX=45,NM^
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IUO=2,IPUNCH=l,GAMMA=l 4,NPLOT= -1,FDT= 9,TCONV= 003, iunit==0,LPP1 = 114,MPP1=28,
LPP2=150,MPP2=23,LPP3=176,MPP3=1 & E N D
&IVS N1D=0,NSTART= 1,TSTART=0
U ( l , 1,1) = 1 9 3 5 9 7 3 ,
1 9 3 5 9 7 3 , 1935 9 7 3 , 1935 9 7 3 , 1935 973, 1935 973, 1935 973, 1935 973,
1 9 3 5 9 7 3 , 1935 9 7 3 , 1935 9 7 3 , 1935 973, 1935 973, 1935 973, 1935 973,
1 9 3 5 9 7 3 , 1935 9 7 3 , 1935 9 7 3 , 1935 973, 1935 973, 1935 973, 1935 973,
1350 234,

V(l, 1,1) = 0 000,
0 000, 0 000,
0 000,
0 000,
0 000, 0 000,
0 000,

P ( l , 1,1) =
1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,

1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,

0 000,
0 000.
0 000,

1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,

0 000,
0 000,
0 000,

1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,

0 000,
0 000,
0 000,

0 000,
0 000,
0 000,

1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,

0 000,
0 000,
0 000,

1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,

1 4436,
1 4436,
1 4436,

RO(l. 1,1) = 0 009992,
0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992,
0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992. 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992,
0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992. 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992, 0 009992,
0 009992,

&END
&GEMTRY NDIM=0,NGEOM=4,XI=0,XE=185 0 8 3 7 7 0 6 8 5 4 5 7 8 0 7 3 ,
YW( 1)= 4 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 8 7 , NXNY( 1)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
YW( 2)= 4 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 8 7 , NXNY( 2)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
YW( 3)= 4 4 9 9 8 5 3 6 8 6 3 7 6 9 3 5 9 7 , NXNY( 3)= 0 0 0 1 6 7 3 4 8 2 6 4 1 7 1 9 4 ,
YW( 4)= 4 4 9 9 4 1 7 0 9 0 7 0 0 1 8 0 9 2 , NXNY( 4)= 0 0 0 3 3 4 8 5 8 4 8 4 3 3 4 1 6 ,

&END
&GCBL &END
&BC UI=61*590 084,VI=61*0,PI=61*9 954,ROI=61* 1601,ISUPER=1
,PT=77 88,TT=389 97,PE=61*33 3819,IINLET=0,IEXITT=0,NOSLIP=1 &END
&AVL cav= 5 &END
&RVL CMU=3 4E-7,CLA=-2 3E-7,CK=4 9E-1,EMU= 7,ELA= 7,EK=1 7 &END
&TURBL &END
&DFSL &END
&VCL IST=1,
XP( 1)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , Yl( 1)= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,
XP( 2)= 1 7 5 0 7 8 5 1 0 2 0 7 7 5 4 3 3
XP( 3)= 3 5 0 1 5 7 0 2 0 4 1 5 5 0 8 6 7 , YI( 2)= 1 2161175992732349,
XP( 4)= 5 2 4 1 0 0 0 7 1 4 3 8 8 1 2 1 7 , YI( 3)= 2 4266564474941594,

&END
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4.0 Results and Conclusion

In this chapter the viscous results are presented for three different diffusers
at two different Reynolds numbers: 41.93E6 and 6.0E6. Only the upper half of
the flow is presented due to flow symmetry. A comparison between those cases
will derive the conclusion for the most efficient diffuser. The initial condition for
all cases is the exact solution discussed in section 2.2.

The solution was

assumed to have reached convergence after some required period of time has
elapsed. This period of time is the time required for an average fluid particle to
make two trips around the control volume, as suggested by Cline [Ref. 18]. The
Reynolds number is based on the diffuser height, and flow conditions at the inlet.
Re =

2 Yf a Mff
^
-

(4.1)

Flow conditions at the inlet aire based on different altitudes in the standard
atmosphere. In this study, inlet Mach numbers of 2.0, 3.0, and 3.5 are considered. Only adiabatic walls are studied. The inlet half height for all cases is 45 cm
(1.48 ft), see table 4.1 for more details.
The efficiency of a diffuser is calculated based on the average total pressure
at the exit compared to the one at the inlet (Eq. 4.2)

n = I^J-sat
r

(4.2)

o i inlet
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Case

Mf

Ma min

I

2.0

II

Yf

Ya

Re

[xlO 6 ]

Ya/Y f

L/Y f

CAV*

FDT*

27.29

41.93

0.606

4.11

0.5

0.9

45.0

11.54

41.93

0.256

5.17

0.5/1.0

0.9

1.43

45.0

7.5

41.93

0.167

5.59

0.5/1.0

0.9

2.0

1.17

45.0

27.29

6.0

0.606

4.11

0.5

0.9

V

3.0

1.34

45.0

11.54

6.0

0.256

5.17

0.5

0.9

VI

3.5

1.43

45.0

7.5

6.0

0.167

5.59

0.7/1.2

0.9

[cm)

[cm]

1.17

45.0

3.0

1.34

III

3.5

IV

* See Page 39 for definition

Table 4.1

4.1 The Inviscid Solution

A sample run is shown in Fig. (4. la) where design conditions are similar to
case II (P.47) . Here the real viscosity is turned off and a free slip wall is specified.
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(a) Inviscid Solution

Mf=3.0, Ma=1.34
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(b) Exact Solution

Figure 4.1 Inviscid vs. Exact Solution
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The solution uses the one dimensional theory as an initial condition. Upon
convergence, this solution corroborates the results of the exact solution (Fig.
4.1b) discussed in chapter 2. The distribution of static pressure at the wall is
also shown in Fig. (4.2). It should be noted that the numerical solution agrees
with the diffuser design on a shock free inviscid flow.
15 O p

P/Pf

10 o ____

Exact

_ _ ___

Numerical Inviscid

x/xf
Figure 4.2 Wall Pressure Distribution

4.2 Mach Number Effect
Cases I through III, with a Reynolds number of 41.93x106, are examined to
determine the Mach number effect on the wall shape and diffuser performance.
All diffusers are designed based on the limit line Mach number at the exit, which
produces the shortest length (see Fig's. 2.8 through 2.10).

4.2.1 Case I
The wall geometry is based on an inlet Mach number Mp2.0 and an exit limit
line Mach number Ma= 1.17 (see table 4.1). For standard sea-level conditions the
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Reynolds number is Re=41.93xl0 6 . The shock train inside the diffuser is formed
by 5 oblique shocks (Fig. 4.3). These shocks are stronger at the wall than they
are at the center line. The first two shocks appear to be fairly straight while the
rest are slightly curved. Except for the flow within the boundary layer, the flow is
supersonic throughout. Also, no flow separation is observed. This diffuser has
an overall efficiency of 95%.

(b) Pressure Contours

Figure 4.3 Case I, M & P Contour Plots

Due to the boundary layer at the inlet lip, the first shock, formed at the lip
(Fig. 4.3a) is stronger at the wall and grows weaker towards the center line. The
second shock is the reflection of the first at the center line, and therefore is a
weaker shock. Due to the boundary growth and the adverse pressure gradient at
the wall, the third shock, which is a strong reflection of the second shock, is
formed. Notice the growth of the boundary layer immediately after the shock (Fig.
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4.4). Hie fourth and fifth shocks appear to resemble a Mach reflection. However,
this Is not true since a Mach reflection implies the existence of a Mach stem and
that is not the case.
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Figure 4.4 Case I, Mach Number Color Flooded Contours

A comparison of the viscous solution (Fig. 4.3) with the exact inviscid solution (Fig. 4.5), indicates that similarity exists apart from shock wave presence. In
region I (see Fig 2.1), the flow is uniform (Fig. 4.3c) until it is disturbed by the first
shock. This shock is very thick, especially next to the wall. That does not come
as a surprise since VNAP2 does not have a shock capturing algorithm.

Inside region II, the Mach lines behave In a similar manner as in Fig. (4.5)
except for some numerical noise near the wall. TTie first shock reflects at the
center line slightly behind of the point where the characteristic line FC begins, i.e.
x^80cm.
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(a) Mach Contours

Mf=2.0, Ma=1.17

(b) Pressure Contours

x

Figure 4.5 Case I, M & P Exact Solution

The Mach contour lines in the sink flow region (region III) follow a similar
behavior a s the exact solution. However, the sink region is terminated by the
third shock rather than the second characteristic line CA. Behind the third
shock the Mach lines resemble a simple wave region, i.e. straight Mach lines.
Finally, the flow exits uniformly as (Fig. 4.6) shows.
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(a) Streamline Plot

(b) Mach Number Profile

Figure 4.6 Case I, Flow Character at Exit
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4.2.2 CaseH

The wall geometry is based on an inlet Mach number of Mp3.0 and an exit
limit line Mach number of Ma=1.34. This diffuser is assumed to be flying at an
altitude of 4,315 m (14,156 ft), and a Reynolds number Re=41.93xl0 6 . The
shock train consists of 8 shocks (Fig. 4.7). A separation bubble exists due to
boundary layer growth and adverse pressure gradient. The flow is mixed supersonic-subsonic especially after the fifth shock. This diffuser has an overall efficiency of 93%.
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Figure 4.7 Case II, M & P Contour Plot

As in the previous case, the first shock forms at the lip. The pressure gradient increases as we go downstream. The boundary layer growth can be observed
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immediately after the interaction of any shock with the wall. The boundary layer
displacement thickness, 8*, represent how the wall is effectively modified as seen
by the inviscid flow. As the 6* grows, the effective wall shape no longer provides
a shock free flow. The formation of shocks, causes an Increase in adverse pressure gradient which increases 6*, this in turn strengthens the shock.

If the

adverse pressure gradient caused by the stronger shock is large enough, the flow
may separate. This causes the shock to become even stronger.
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Figure 4.8 Case II, Mach Number Color Flooded Contours

This explains the formation of the separation bubble along with the third,
fourth, and fifth shocks. The fifth and sixth shocks form a Mach disk at the center line (Fig. 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 Case II, Mach Disk

Mach reflection combines normal and oblique shock properties. In this case,
the normal shock properties hold at the center line. The Mach stem at the center
line is confirmed by the subsonic flow behind it (Fig. 4.9).
The oblique shock part of the sixth shock is very strong such that the flow is
diffused to subsonic speeds behind It (Fig. 4.10). This shock Interacts with the
separation bubble, and due to the flow angle at the bubble, has a very weak
reflection.

Figure 4.10 Case II, Mach Number & Velocity Profiles @x=219.3
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Figure 4.11 Case II, Streamlines Plot

As Fig's. (4.9 & 4.11) show, the flow expands to supersonic speeds after the
seventh shock. For the streamlines to conform to the wall shape at the exit the
flow h a s to t u r n into itself. This is achieved by the eighth shock.
Inside the bubble, the flow is circulating at subsonic speeds and two vortices
are identified (Fig. 4.12). The smaller, located at x=215.6 cm, rotates clockwise,
while the larger, located at x=218.2 cm, rotates counterclockwise.
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Figure 4.12 Case II, The Separation Bubble
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A supersonic back flow pocket exists near the wall as shown by Figs. (4.9 &
4.10). The High pressure, 1016 kPa, behind the eighth shock may have induced
this phenomenon.
Comparison of the viscous solution (Fig. 4.7) with the inviscid exact solution
(Fig. 4.13) shows that the first has retained some of its exact inviscid properties,
especially before the third shock. Uniform flow at the inlet is prematurely terminated by the first shock while contours of region II (Fig 2.1) behave similar to the
exact solution. After the second shock the characteristic line CF starts a t x=140
cm, which is shifted by 10 cm from its location in the exact solution. In the sink
flow, the contours in (Fig. 4.7) follow a different curvature than in Fig( 4.13). Nevertheless, the similarity is good. The flow after the third shock does not show any
resemblance to the exact solution due to the strength of the shock waves and the
separation bubble. However, the flow exits fairly uniformly (Fig. 4.14), except for
the shock wave presence.
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Mp3.0, Ma=1.34

(b) Pressure Contours

Figure 4.13 Case II, M & P Exact Solution
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Figure 4.14 Case II, Mach Number & Velocity Profiles at the Exit

4.2.3 Case in
The wall geometry for this case is based on Mf=3.5 and a limit line exit Mach
numbeF Ma=1.43. This diffuser is assumed to be at an altitude of 5,847 m
(19,184 ft), for a Reynolds number of Re=41.93xl0 6 .
The shock train, at convergence, consists of 8 shocks (Fig. 4.15). The flow
also contains a separation bubble. Excluding the boundary layer, the flow is
supersonic for most of the diffuser. especially before the fifth shock. This diffuser
has an overall efficiency of 75%.
A relatively strong shock forms at the lip and weakens towards the center
line. Hence, its reflection is even weaker; second shock. The reflection of the
second shock at the wall is strong due to the interaction with the boundary layer.
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(b) Pressure Contours

Figure 4.15 M & P Contour Plot for Case I
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Figure 4.16 Case III, Mach Number Color Flooded Contours

As the boundary layer thickens and the pressure gradient after the shock increases, a fourth shock is formed. Its interaction with the boundary layer leads
to the formation of a separation bubble (Fig. 4.16).
At the center line, the fourth shock forms a Mach disk (Fig. 4.19). Its reflection, the fifth shock, is a strong solution shock that impinges on the separation
bubble. The reflection of the fifth shock is very weak (see the sixth shock) and
hardly noticeable. The subsonic flow behind the fifth shock accelerates to supersonic speeds and continues to expand as it goes around the aft part of the
bubble. The seventh shock t u r n s the flow parallel to the wall. This is a strong
shock with subsonic flow behind it.
Figure (4.17) shows the separation bubble in detail. It consists of three vortices: vortex A at (230.4,11.6), B at (234,11.8), and C at (236.7,8.6).
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Figure 5.17 Case III, The Separation Bubble

Vortex C is the largest with a counterclockwise rotation, while vortex B is the
smallest with a clockwise rotation, and A with a counterclockwise rotation. Figures (4.18) & (4.19) show a mixed subsonic-supersonic back flow. This super54

sonic back flow could be explained by the pressure build-up behind the seventh
shock, where pressure values are of a magnitude P=1969 kPa.

U/Uf

Figure 4.18 Case III, Mach Number Profile @ x=237.3
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Figure 4.19 Case III, The Separation Bubble
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As a comparison of this run with its exact inviscid solution (Fig.4.20), the
characteristic lines are not obvious; though, a very small trace of the 1st characteristic line FC (Fig. 2.1) is observed atx=160 cm (Fig. 4.15).

(a) Mach Contours
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Mf=3.5, Ma=1.43
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Figure 4.20 Case III, M & P Exact Solution Contours

However, the Mach contour lines follow a similar but somewhat disturbed
behavior in regions II & III. The formation of the first shock reduces the size of
the uniform region; region I. The exact solution predicts the uniform flow to transition into a simple wave flow along a line from the lip to point (156,0) at the center line. The profile of region IV is destroyed by the shock train and the separation bubble. The flow exits at a a n angle (Fig. 4.21), but the eighth shock will take
care of turning the flow. Nevertheless, the flow manages to exit somewhat uniformly (Fig. 4.22).
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Figure 4.21 Case III, Streamline plot at the exit
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Figure 4.22 Case III, Profile Plots at the exit

4.3 Reynolds Number Effect

4.3.1

Case IV

This wall geometry is similar to case I (P. 43): Mf=2.0 and Ma= 1.17. The flight
altitude is 16,243 m (53,291 ft) and the Reynolds number is Re=6.0xl0 6 .
The shock train in this case is consistent with the one in case I (Fig. 4.23).
Also, the flow is separation free. The character of this flow is similar to that of
Case I, with the same overall efficiency of 95%.
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(a) Mach Contours

Mf=2.0, Ma=1.17

(b) Pressure Contours

Figure 4.23 Case IV, M & P Contours

4.3.2 CaseV

The geometry of this diffuser is identical to the one in case II (P. 47), namely,
Mf=3.0 and M a =1.34. However, it is assumed to be operating at an altitude of
18,907 m (62,030 ft). The Reynolds number is Re=6.0xl0 6 .
The shock train, like its counter part in case II, consists of 7 shocks. Also,
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the separation bubble is present. In this case, however, the overall efficiency is
lower: 88.3%.
The flow follows similar behavior across the first two shocks, as in case II, but
the third and fourth shocks are closer to each other and converge at the center
line (Fig. 4.24).
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Figure 4.24 CaseV, M&P Countour Plot

Even though these two shocks have the same angles (p3=41°, ^4=55°) in both
cases, the whole shock train after the third shock moves downstream (Fig. 4.25).
From Fig.(4.25) it is noted that the normal-shock part of the Mach reflection is
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located at x=214 cm in case II, while it appears at x=222 cm in this case. Also, the
seventh shock is more developed in this case than its counterpart.
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Figure 4.25 Effect of Reynolds Number on the separation Bubble

The separation bubble, as in case II, contains two vortices, as well as mixed
subsonic-supersonic back flow. However, in this case the bubble h a s shifted
upstream (Figs. 4.25 & 4.26), with the distance between the vortex centers
approximately the same.
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Figure 4.26 Case V, The Separation Bubble

The flow uniformity at the exit is shown in Figs. (4.25 &4.27).
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Figure 4.27 Case V, Mach Number & Velocity Profiles at the Exit

The exact solution (Fig. 4.28) comparison in this case is similar to case II.
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Figure 4.28 Case V, M & P Exact Solution Contours

4 . 3 . 3 C a s e VI
This diffuser is designed at the same conditions a s case III (P. 52): Mf=3.5 and
M a =1.43. The altitude is 18,809 m (61,709 ft), for a Reynolds number 6.0xl0 6 .
The shock train consists of only four shocks. Because a very large separation
bubble is present (Fig. 4.29), the overall efficiency of this case is 5 1 % .
The only similarity between this case and case III is the first shock. The large
region of flow separation disrupts the flow causing a very strong oblique shock at
the separation point. This shock reflects from the center line but has a very weak
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reflection a s it interacts with the separation bubble.
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Figure 4.29 Case VI, M & P Contoure Plot

Due to the high adverse pressure gradient, a strong oblique shock forms at
the edge of the bubble. Its reflection impinges on the separated region and dissipates. By examining Fig(4.30), the streamlines are required to t u r n parallel to
the wall which explains the presence of the forth shock. This shock starts as a
strong oblique shock at zero angle with the horizontal, then it changes to a normal shock that leaves the rest of the flow subsonic.
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Figure 4.30 Case VI, Streamline Plot at the exit

Inside the bubble, the flow switches direction twice: once going backwards at
supersonic speeds then, near the wall, it goes forward at subsonic speeds (Fig.
4.31).
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Figure 4.31 Case VI, Mach Number Color Flooded Contours
of Shear Layer Region

Three vortices are also preset (Fig. 4.32). Vortex A is located at (139.4,25.5),
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B at (167.4.31.8), and C at (170,16.9). Their relative size from largest to smallest
is: C, A, then B; and respectively their rotation is: counterclockwise, counterclockwise, and clockwise.

X
Figure 4.32 Case VI, The Separation Bubble

The exact solution shown in Fig. (4.33) agrees only with the first shock in fig.
(4.29a).

(a) Mach Contours
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(b) Pressure Contoures

Figure 4.33 Case VI, The Exact Solution
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4 . 4 T h e R o a d t o Glory
Many cases have been attempted unsuccessfully to simulate the flow in the
diffuser.

One of the very first mistakes was using the subcycling option. This

option subcycles a range of points in the mesh until a certain iteration limit is
reached. For example, if all mesh points close to the wall are to be subcyled, say
M>:35 (M max =45) in Fig. (3.3), then VNAP2 performs multiple iterations on those
points for each time step. This option created less stable solutions. Figure (4.34)
shows such a solution.
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Figure 4.34 Mach Contours, Subcycling Option

Also, some cases were run with a mesh compressed towards the inflection
point from both sides. In other cases, the artificial viscosity variable ISS was
turned on (see section 3.3) which largely increased the total viscosity of the flow
that resulted in highly damped flows. These solutions produced very large separation regions that propagated towards the inlet as time elapsed (Fig. 4.35).
The above cases were attempted at a time when the Sun SPARCstation 1 was
the only processing power available. A typical run took about 72 to 96 hours to
converge. A much quicker turn-around time of 4-6 hours was achieved with all
the cases in s e c / s 4.2 & 4.3 using a Sun SPARCstation 10/30 [Ref. 21].
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Figure 4.35 Highly Damped Flow

4.5 Conclusions
The calculations presented indicate that the design procedure Is capable of
producing very efficient diffusers even with shocks present. Case I, showed an
efficiency of 9 5 % and highly uniform flow at the exit. And Case II showed a 9 3 %
efficiency and a fairly uniform flow at the exit. As the numerical method is
pushed to Its limit and Mach number approaches hypersonic speeds the solution
tends to fall apart as was seen in cases III & VI. It Is also expected that the flow
character and efficiency deteriorate as the Reynolds number decreases keeping
in mind the absence of turbulence.

This diffuser has proven to be very efficient in diffusing Mach numbers less
than or equal to 3. It should be noted that even though the design of a diffuser
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based on its minimum Mach number at the exit produces the shortest length, a
multiple stage diffuser is probably more efficient.
The following figure shows the performance of the diffuser under investigation compared to others introduced in chapter 1 (p. 4). Note that a normal shock
is assumed to be located at the exit in order to diffuse the flow in cases I through
V to subsonic speeds.
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Figure 4.36 Diffuser Efficiency, taken from Ref. [5]

The diffusers discussed in this thesis have a length to height ratio ranging
from 8.2 to 11.2. This is comparable with existing diffusers. However, for engine
intake applications, only half of the diffuser is needed which reduces the length
to height ratio to a range from 4.1 to 5.6.
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

The diffuser design shows a promising future. In spite of the presence of
shock waves, the viscous solution followed the inviscid exact solution in most
regions of the flow.

The efficiencies are better than most existing diffusers,

specially at the high Mach numbers. At an inlte Mach number of 3, the diffuser
is approximately 40% more efficeint than the data from Ref. (5). Even though the
exit flow is not completely uniform, for most cases studied, it is good enough. For
diffuser applications the uniformity of the exit flow is not a s critical as that for
nozzles.

The fact that the diffuser works very well even though it contains

shocks, indicates that off-design performance should be good. The viscous solution predicted, questionably, a supersonic back flow in all separation bubbles.
Such a flow may be caused by the large artificial viscocity needed to stabilize the
numerical solution and may not be physically possible. When the shock-boundary layer interaction is so strong as to cause large regions of separated flow, the
flow is probably unsteady and out of the scope of this study.
The design procedure h a s a limit line at the exit of the diffuser.

This

phenomenon is not physically possible, but is a mathematical property of the
flow. The limit line limits the minimum Mach number at the exit of the diffuser
for a given inlet Mach number. Nevertheless, multiple diffusers may be used in
series to reduce the Mach number to a lower value than possible with a single
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diffuser. This diffuser design could be used for the experimental study of flows in
t h e vicinity of a limit line.
A more realistic flow can be obtained by including turbulence effects. The
absence of turbulence from this study may have caused some unrealistic or
exaggerated flow separation.

Also, suction can be utilized to help reduce

boundary layer separation and hence reduce boundary layer shock wave
interaction. An adaptive grid could be utilized for better shock capturing, and a
Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) scheme would improve the overall flow simulation due to its self contained damping mechanism that avoids the need of
artificial viscosity.
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Appendices
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A. Sample Listing of an Input File for Macsyma
wntefile("slope dat"),
timedateO,
showtime true$
denvsubst true$
depends( [x,y,r,l,mu,m], [t]),
muasin(l /m),
1 r*(ts-t)/sin(mu),
x -r*cos(t)+l*cos(t-mu),
y r*sin(t)-l*sin(t-mu),
x diff(x,t),
x subst(r*sqrt(m**2-l ),,diff(r,t),x),
x subst(m*(l +gg*mA2)/sqrt(mA2-l ),'diff(m,t),x),
x simphfy(tngsimp(tngexpand(x))),
y diff(y,t),
y subst(r*sqrt(m**2-l ),'diff(r,t),y),
y subst(m*(l +gg*mA2)/sqrt(mA2-l ),'diff(m,t),y),
y simplify(tngsimp(tngexpand(y))),
slope2 simplify(y/x),
slope2 fortran(slope2),
closefile(),
quit(),

The output of this file is shown m its FORTRAN format in program eman f in subroutme SLOPE2 (PAGE 89)
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B. Program eman.f

******

*******

****** XHJS COMPUTER PROGRAM GENERATES THE SHAPE OF A SUPERSONIC *******
****** DIFFUSER THIS DIFFUSER SLOWS THE SUPERSONIC FLOW DOWN FROM *******
****** A M A C H NUMBER MF TO MA WHERE MA>=1 YF IS THE INLET HEIGHT *******
****** T f f l S PROGRAM ALSO HAS THE OPTION OF DETERMINING THE
*******
****** LOCATION OF A GIVEN POINT (1st SIMPLE WAVE, SOURCE ZONE,
*******
****** 2ncj SIMPLE WAVE REGIONS THAT RESEMBLE THE CREATION OF THE
*******
****** DIFFUSER) VELOCITY, PRESSURE,TEMPERATURE, AND DENSITY ARE
*******
****** FOUND AT EACH ONE OF THESE POINTS TO ACTIVATE THIS
*******
****** OPTION ISWITCH HAS TO EQUAL TO 1
*******
******
*******
*
*
*******************
*******************

*******************
*******************

THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN
pv

*********************
*********************

SA'ED A'RAFAT
ON JUNE 4 1991

*********************
*********************

C

c

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
PARAMETER (L=350)
EXTERNAL AVG.funcmd
INTEGER YBIAS
REAL*8 MF,MA,MC,MF1 ,MC1 ,MM1 ,NUEJVIUF,MUC,MU1 ,MUA,minma,
1
MC2,MA2,MM2,NUC,MU2,NU,MU,MO,MP
INTEGER YBIAS
DIMENSION X(0 L),Y(0 L),TEMP1(0 L),TEMP2(L),SLOPE(0 L)
1 ,XXC1(0 L),YYC1(0 L),XXC2(L),YYC2(L),XP(L),XPP(L,L),YP(L,L)
2 PP(L,L),UP(L,L),VP(L,L),TP(L,L),MP(L,L),ROP(L,L),P(L,L, 1)
3 ,ROH(L,L,l),V(L,L,l),U(L,L,l)
c
COMMON /ONE/ RSTAR,MF,MA
COMMON /TWO/ MU1(0 L),MU2(L),THETA1(0 L),THETA2(L)
1
,SL1(L),SL2(L),R1(0 L),R2(L),NPOINTS,m3,mmax,ll,ntrash,ntrash2
COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
COMMON/FIVE/PP
COMMON /SIX/ EXP1 ,EXP2,YEXP,yf,tl ,t2,Nl ,N2,N3,NGEOM,NOZZLE,numf,
1 YBIAS,nprext
common /ten/ last
C
C NGEOM IS THE VARIABLE THAT DETERMINES THE FORM OF OUTPUT 'geom dat'
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C CONTAINS:
C A. NGEOM=0 (DEFAULT) XWI(),YWI() FORMAT IS SPECIFIED
C B. NGEOM=l X,Y POINTS ARE SPECIFIED (FOR PLOTTING)
C C. NGEOM=2 XP(),YI() FORMAT IS SPECIFIED
C D. NGEOM=4 SPECIFIES A&C FORMATS
C
C NOZZLE IS THE VARIABLE WHEN NONZERO SPECIFIES THE ADDITION OF
C FOUR POINTS AT CONSTANT Y=Y(NPOINTS). DEFAULT VALUE IS 0.
C
C NPLOT IS THE VARIABLE WHEN NON-ZERO CAUSE THE PROGRAM TO GENERATE PLOTS
C OF TOTAL PRESSURE @ THE CENTER OF THE NOZZLE VS. X, STATIC PRESSURE @
C THE WALL VS. X, AND THE RATIO OF TOTAL PRESSURES @ THE EXIT TO THE INLET
C VS. THE NON-DIMENSIONALIZED Y LOCATION. DEFAULT VALUE IS 0.
C ***** ISWITCH HAS TO BE NON-ZERO *****
C
C NSTART IS A VARIABLE WHEN NON-ZERO CAUSE THE PROGRAM TO STORE U,VP, AND
C ROH IN "exact.restart" IN A FORMAT THAT VNAP2 WOULD BE ABLE TO READ WHEN ITS
C RESTART OPTION IS ACTIVATED. NOTE THAT THIS DATA IS MISSING THE NUMBER OF
C SOLUTION SURFACES AND THE TIME. BOTH CAN BE COPIED FROM THE 1ST LINE IN
C "exactrestart" DEFAULT VALUE IS 0.
C
C minimum is a flag that determines whether ma should take on its minimum value
C or the specified one.
C
C NAMELIST VARGD CONTROLLES THE GENERATION OF A VARIABLE GRID IN THE YC DIRECTION:
C
FACTOR= IS THE FACTOR THAT DETERMINES THE PORTION OF THE INLET
C
HIGHT TO BE COMPRESSED
C
NCOMP= IS THE NUMBER OF COMPRESSED MESH POINTS
C
NP= IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MESH POINTS NOTE THAT THE PROGRAM
C
WILL GENERATE NP+1 MESH POINTS.
C
C **IF NCOMP AND FACTOR ARE EQUAL TO ZERO NO COMPRESSION IS SPECIFIED**
p******************************************************************************

C namelist biasgd controlles the generation of biased x,y points as well
c as the value of the slope at each point. Also it controlles the
c generation of a varaible gnd m the y-direction.
c
for this option to be activated xbias has to be non-zero
c
for y-direction compressed gnd ybias & xbias have to be nonzero
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
NAMELIST /CONTL/ NPOINTS,NGEOM,ISWITCH,NOZZLE,NPLOT,NSTART,mmimum
NAMELIST /PARAM/ MF,YF,MA,GAMAJRGAS,po,to,roho
NAMELIST /VARGD/ FACTOR,NP,NCOMP
NAMELIST /BIASGD/ nobias,YBIASJEXP1 ,EXP2,YEXP,tl ,t2,Nl ,N2,N3,
1
nunifjiprext
C
OPEN(UNIT=2,FTLE= 'input' ,STATUS=OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=4,FTLE='charl .dat')
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OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='char2 dat')
0PEN(UNIT=9,FTLE='exact dat')
OPEN(UNIT=10,FTLE=,vector dat')
OPEN(UNIT=ll,FTLE='machl dat')
OPEN(UNIT=12,FTLE='mach2 dat')
0PEN(UNIT=13,FTLE='exact restart')
open(umt=14,file='errorl')
open(umt=15,file='ex tec')
C
c Settmg all default values
c
NPOINTS=100
NGEOM=0
ISWITCH=O
mmimum=0
NOZZLE=0
NPLOT=0
NSTART=0
MF=3
YF=5
MA=15
GAMA=14
GRATI0=(GAMA+1 )/(GAMA-l)
RGAS=287
expl=l
exp2=- 65
nl=60
n2=50
C
C READING THE NAME LISTS
C

READ (2,C0NTL)
READ (2 ,PARAM)
READ (2.VARGD)
READ (2,BIASGD)
C
C FIRST REGION
C
* The following zbrent argument (1 01) has been fixed Otherwise it might
* have a problem with finding the root when minimum ne 1 (10/12/93)
*
dumf77=l 01
minma=zbrent(funcmd)dumf77,mf,l e-5)
if (mimmum eq 0) then
if (ma It minma) then
print*, '$$$$$$$###### ERROR ma < mimmum ######$$$$$$$'
stop
endif
else
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ma=minma
endif
MC=ZBRENT(AVG,MA,MF,1 E-5)
print*,'**** MA=',ma
thetas=(nu(mf)-nu(ma))/2
RSTAR=MF*YF/(THETAS*SQRT((2/(GAMA+1 )*(1 +(GAMA-1 )/2 *MF**2)))
1 **GRATIO)
c
pnnt*,'mc=',mc
RF=R(MF)
RC=R(MC)
MU1(0)=MU(MF)
R1(0)=RF
THETA1(0)=0
MUF=MU(MF)
MUC=MU(MC)
SLF=THETAS*RF/SIN(MUF)
SLC=0
NUF=NU(MF)
C
C TEMP IS A DUMMY VARIABLE WHICH IS EQUAL TO THE VALUE OF X AT THE BEGINING
C OF THE DIFFUSER GEOMETRY X(0) IS RESET TO ZERO AND EVERY VALUE OF THE ARRAY
C X IS SUBTRACTED BY TEMP, HENCE REVERSING THE DIFFUSER SO VNAP2 WOULD BE
C ABLE TO READ THE GEOMETRY
C
TEMP=RF+SLF*COS(MUF)
X(0)=0
Y(0)=SLF*SIN(MUF)
wnte(1000,101)x(0),y(0)
SLOPE(0)=SLOPE1 (THETAS,RF,THETA1 (0),MUF,MF,SLF)
C
Dl=(MF-MC)/( 65001*FLOAT(NPOINTS))
MF1=MF-D1
MC1=MC
XXC1(0)=TEMP-R1(0)
YYC1(0)=0
WRITE(4,101) XXC1(0),YYC1(0)
1=0
C
C GENERATING THE GEOMETRY OF THE FIRST REGION (SIMPLE WAVE REGION)
C
DO 10MM1=MF1,MC1,-D1
1=1+1
THETA1(I)=NUF-NU(MM1)
R1(I)=R(MM1)
XXC1 (I)=TEMP-R 1 (I)*COS(THETA 1 (I))
YYC1(I)=R1(I)*SIN(THETA1(I))
MU1(I)=MU(MM1)
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SL1(I)=(THETAS-THETA1(I))*R1(I)/SIN(MU1(I))
SL0PE(I)=SL0PE1(THETAS,R1(I),THETA1(I),MU1(I),MM1,SL1(I))
X(I)=TEMP-(R1(I)*C0S(THETA1(I))+SL1(I)*C0S(THETA1(I)+MU1(I)))
Y(I)=R1(I)*SIN(THETA1(I))+SL1(I)*SIN(THETA1(I)+MU1(I))
wnte(1000,101)x(i),y(i)
c
c calling for the char lines
C
callfan(l,mul(i),THETAl(I),yf,X(I),Y(I))
WRITE(4,101) XXC1(I),YYC1(I)
10 CONTINUE
Rl(i+1)=RC
MUl(i+l)=MU(MC)
THETA1 (1+ 1)=THETAS
X(i+1 )=TEMP-RC*COS(THETAS)
Y(i+1 )=RC*SIN(THETAS)
wnte(1000,101) x(i+l),y(i+l)
XXC1 (i+1 )=TEMP-RC*COS(THETAS)
YYC1 (i+1 )=RC*SIN(THETAS)
WRITE(4,101) XXCl(i+l),YYCl(i+l)
C
C THE SECOND REGION
C
RA=R(MA)
R2(NPOINTS)=RA
THETA2(NPOINTS)=0
THETA2(i+1 )=THETAS
R2(NPOINTS)=RC
SLOPE(i+1 )=SLOPEl (THETAS,RC,THETAS,MUC,MC,SLC)
MUA=MU(MA)
MU2(NPOINTS)=MUA
MU2(i+l)=MUl(i+l)
SLA=THETAS*RA/SIN(MUA)
X(NPOINTS)=TEMP-(RA-SLA*COS(MUA))
Y(NPOINTS)=SLA*SIN(MUA)
print*,' X(NPOINTS)=\ X(NPOINTS)

NUC=NU(MC)
D2=(MC-MA)/( 35*FLOAT(NPOINTS))
MC2=MC-D2
MA2=MA
SLOPE(NPOINTS)=SLOPE2(THETAS,RA,THETA2(NPOINTS),MUA,MA,SLA)
XXC2(i+l )=TEMP-RC*COS(THETAS)
YYC2(i+l)=RC*SIN(THETAS)
WRITE(5,101) XXC2(i+l),YYC2(i+l)
J=mt( 65001 *npoints)
pnnt*,'i+l=',j,' int( 65001np)=',mt( 65001 *npoints)
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C GENERATING THE GEOMETRY OF THE SECOND REGION (SIMPLE WAVE REGION)
C
DO 20 MM2=MC2,MA2,-D2
J=J+1
THETA2(J)=THETAS+NU(MM2)-NUC
R2(J)=R(MM2)
MU2(J)=MU(MM2)
SL2(J)=(THETAS-THETA2(J))*R2(J)/SnNf(MU2(J))
SLOPE(J)=SLOPE2(THETAS,R2(J),THETA2(J),MU2(J),MM2,SL2(J))
X(J)=TEMP-(R2(J)*COS(THETA2(J))-SL2(J)*COS(THETA2(J)-MU2(J)))
Y(J)=R2(J)*SIN(THETA2(J))-SL2(J)*SIN(THETA2(J)-MU2(J))
wnte(1000,101)xO),yO)
XXC2(J)=TEMP-R2(J)*COS(THETA2(J))
YYC2(J)=R2(J)*SIN(THETA2(J))
WRITE(5,101) XXC2(J),YYC2(J)
20 CONTINUE
C
wnte(1000,101) x(NPOINTS),y(NPOINTS)
if(nobias eq 0) CALL BIAS(X,Y,SLOPE,NPOINTS,ddxx)
if(nobias eq 1) call nonbias(x,y,slopejipoints)
if (nobias eq 1) ddxx=x(l)
c see subroutine bias for more info on ddxx
C
XXC2(NPOINTS)=TEMP-RA
YYC2(NPOINTS)=0
WPJTE(5,101) XXC2(NPOINTS),YYC2(NPOINTS)
C
C READING IN AND GENERATING A COMPLETE MESH CALCULATING ALL PROPERTIES
C AT EACH MESH POINT, AN EXACT SOLUTION
C
1002 IF (ISWITCH EQ 1) THEN
READ(2,*) LMAX,MMAX
C
DO30Ll=l,LMAX
DO30M3=l,MMAX
c
pnnt*,'L=',Ll,' M=',M3
READ(2,*) XI,YI
c
c refere to sbroutine bias for more info
c
pnnt*,'ddxx from main=',ddxx
if(nprext eq l)xi=xi-ddxx
C

c

NDUMMY=NDUMMY+1
XI=TEMP-XI
RI=SQRT(XI**2+YI**2)
THETAI=ACOS(XI/RI)
prmt*,'thtai=',thetai
YL1=YI
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XL1 =YL1/TAN(MUF)+RF
YL2=YI
XL2=-YL2/TAN(MUA)+RA
DO 40 M=0,int( 65001 *npomts)+l
IF (ABS(THETAl(M)-THETAI) LE 1 D-6) THEN
R01=R1(M)
GOTO 41
ELSE
TEMP 1 (M)=THETAI-THETA 1 (M)
IF (M EQ O) GOTO 40
IF (((TEMPI (M) LTO) AND (TEMPI (M-1) LTO)) OR
1
((TEMPI (M) GTO) AND (TEMPI (M-1) GTO))) THEN
GOTO 40
ELSE
CA1XLINEAR(TEMP1(M),TEMP1(M-1),R1(M),R1(M-1),R01)
GOTO 41
ENDIF
ENDIF
40
CONTINUE
41
DO 45 M2=mt( 65001*npoints)-l,NPOINTS
IF (ABS(THETA2(M2)-THETAI) LE 1 D-6) THEN
R02=R2(M2)
GOTO 46
ENDIF
TEMP2(M2)=THETAI-THETA2(M2)
IF (M2 EQ mt( 65001*npoints)-l) GOTO 45
IF (((TEMP2(M2) LTO) AND (TEMP2(M2-1) LTO)) OR
1
((TEMP2(M2) GT 0) AND (TEMP2(M2-1) GT 0))) THEN
GOTO 45
ELSE
CALL LINEAR(TEMP2(M2),TEMP2(M2-1),
1
R2(M2),R2(M2-1),R02)
c
pnnt*,'hello from lmear loop R02=' r R02
CALL LINEAR(TEMP2(M2),TEMP2(M2-1),
1
THETA2(M2),THETA2(M2-1),TEST2)
GOTO 46
ENDIF
45
CONTINUE
c this is the only way 1 can get arround having nl in two common statments
c same for nprext
ntrash=nl
ntrash2=nprext
c
46
CALL REGION (RI,R01,XI,XL1 JR02,XL2,YI,MO,NTRICK,THETAL)
c

c
c
c

pnnt*,'l=',ll,' m=',m3,' ntnk='jitnck
if(ll ge 120) then
pnnt*,'ll=',ll,' n='4i,' ro2=',R02
pnnt*,'test2=',test2
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c endif
C
c
c
C CLACULATING ALL THE PROPERTIES
T=TO/(l +(GAMA-1 )/2 *MO**2)
P(Ll,M3,l)=PO/(l +(GAMA-1 )/2 *MO**2)**(GAMA/(GAMA-l ))
ROH(Ll,M3,l)=ROHO/(l +(GAMA-1 )/2 *MO**2)**(l /(GAMA-1 ))
VMAG=MO*SQRT(GAMA*RGAS*T)
IF (NTRICK) 60,60,70
60
V(L1,M3,1)=-VMAG*SIN(THETAL)
U(L 1 ,M3,1 )=VMAG*COS(THETAL)
GOTO 81
70
V(Ll,M3,l)=-VMAG-'-SIN(THETAI)
U(L 1 ,M3,1 )=VMAG*COS(THETAI)
81
XI=TEMP-XI
c returning all x to their original values
if(nprext eq l)xi=xi+ddxx
c
WRITE(9,200) L1,M3,XI,YI,U(L1,M3,1),V(L1,M3,1),P(L1,M3,1)*1 D-3
1
,ROH(Ll,M3,l),VMAG,MO,T
WR1TE(14,204) XI,YI,U(L1,M3,1),V(L1,M3,1),P(L1,M3,1)*1 D-3
1
,ROH(Ll,M3,l),VMAG,MO,T
WRITE(10,300)XI,YI,U(L1,M3,1),V(L1,M3,1)
IF (NDUMMYEQ MMAX) THEN
WRITE(9,201)
NDUMMY=0
ENDIF
IF (NPLOT NE O) THEN
XP(L1)=XI
XPP(L1,M3)=XI
YP(L1,M3)=YI
UP(L1,M3)=U(L1,M3,1)
VP(L1,M3)=V(L1,M3,1)
C
PP(L1,M3)=P(L1,M3,1)*1 D-3
PP(L1,M3)=P(L1,M3,1)
R0P(L1,M3)=R0H(L1,M3,1)
MP(Ll,M3)=MO
TP(L1,M3)=T
ENDIF
30 CONTINUE
c
c
c Wntrng data m TECPLOT format
c
c
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D01383j=l,mMAX
WRITE(15,*) (XPP(IJ),i=l,lmax)
1383 CONTINUE
DO 1384j=l,mMAX
WRITE(15,*) (YP(I,J),i=l,lmax)
1384 CONTINUE
D01385j=lonMAX
WRITE(15,*) (UP(I,J),i=l,lmax)
1385 CONTINUE
D01386j=l,mMAX
WRITE(15,*) (VP(IJ),i=l,lmax)
1386 CONTINUE
D0 1387j=l,mMAX
WPJTE(15,*) (PP(I,J),i=l,lmax)
1387 CONTINUE
D01388j=l,mMAX
WRITE(15,*) (ROP(I,J),i=l,lmax)
1388 CONTINUE
D01389j=l,mMAX
WPJTE(15,*) (MP(I,J),i=l,lmax)
1389 CONTINUE
D01391j=l,mMAX
WRITE(15,*) (TP(IJ),i=l,lmax)
1391 CONTINUE
c
c
c Wntmg the exact solution as a restart option for VNAP2 Notice that
c all units had to be converted to english standard
c
u&v
> ft/s
c
p
> lbf/ftA2
c
roh
> LBF-S2/FT4
c
IF (NSTART NE 0) THEN
DO 1280 M4=1,MMAX
WRITE (13,1630) M4,U(1,M4,1)/ 3048
WRITE (13,1650) (U(L4,M4,1)/ 3048,L4=2,LMAX)
1280
CONTINUE
DO1290M4=l,MMAX
WRITE (13,1660) M4,V(1,M4,1)/ 3048
WRITE (13,1650) (V(L4,M4,1)/ 3048,L4=2,LMAX)
1290
CONTINUE
DO1300M4=l,MMAX
WRITE (13,1680) M4,P(l,M4,l)/6 8948
WRITE (13,1700) (P(L4,M4,l)/6 8948,L4=2,LMAX)
1300
CONTINUE
DO1310M4=l,MMAX
WRITE (13,1710) M4,ROH(l,M4,l)/16 02
WRITE (13,1730) (ROH(L4,M4,l)/16 02,L4=2,LMAX)
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1310

CONTINUE
WRITE (13,1790)
ENDIF
IF (NPLOT NE O) CALL GRAPH(XP,YP,ROP,MP,TP,LMAX,MMAX)

C
C
YL=0
XL1=YL/TAN(MUF)+RF
WRTTE(11,101) (TEMP-XL1),YL
WRITE(11,101)X(0),Y(0)
XL2=-YL/TAN(MUA)+RA
WRITE(12,101) (TEMP-XL2),YL
WRITE(12,101) X(NPOINTS),Y(NPOINTS)
ENDIF
if(iswitchne 1) then
YL=0
XL1=YL/TAN(MUF)+RF
WRITE(11,101) (TEMP-XL1),YL
WRITE(11,101)X(0),Y(0)
XL2=-YL/TAN(MUA)+RA
WRITE(12,101) (TEMP-XL2),YL
WRITE(12,101) X(NPOINTS),Y(NPOINTS)
endif
c
c
c this is a variable that will close the file in sub fan
C
last=l
C
C
c pnnt*,'rstar=',rstar
XXC2(NPOINTS)=TEMP-RA
YYC2(NPOINTS)=0
wnte( 13,101) x(npoints),y(npoints)
if (iswitch eq l)then
pnnt*,''
pnnt*,' The wall has been enforced for point location'
endif
print*,' '
pnnt*,' '
pnnt*,' '
pnnt*,' '
pnnt*,'
THE LENGTH OF THE DIFFUSER
pnnt*,'
\x(npoints)
pnnt*,' '
pnnt*,' '
pnnt*,'
LENGTH TO HIGHT RATIO
'
pnnt*,'
\x(npoints)/yf
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'

CALL MESH(NP0INTS,MF1 ,MC,MC2,D1 ,D2,TEMP,THETAS)
CL0SE(2)
CL0SE(4)
CL0SE(5)
CL0SE(9)
CL0SE(11)
CL0SE(12)
CLOSE(13)
close(14)
close(15)
C
C
STOP
C
101 FORMAT(3X,F10 5,3X,F10 5)
200 F0RMAT(1H ,7X,2I5,4F12 4,F13 5JF12 6,3F12 4)
201 FORMAT(6X,123('-'))
202 FORMAT(6X,'R',8X,'THETA',5X,'MU',7X,'L7,2X,37('-'))
203 FORMAT(4X,F5 2,5X,F5 2,4X,F5 2,4X,F5 2)
204 F0RMAT(1H ,7X,4F12 4,F13 5,F12 6,3F12 4)
300 FORMAT(3X,2(F10 5,3X,F10 5))
1630 FORMAT (1X,4HU(1„I2,5H,1) =,F10 3,1H,)
1650 FORMAT ((1X,7(F10 3,1H,)))
1660 FORMAT (1X,4HV(1„I2,5H,1) =,F10 3,1H,)
1680 FORMAT (1X,4HP(1„I2,5H,1) =,F10 4,1H,)
1700 FORMAT ((1X,7(F10 4,1H,)))
1710 FORMAT (1X,5HR0(1,I2,5H,1) =,F10 6,1H,)
1730 FORMAT ((1X,7(F10 6,1H,)))
1790 FORMAT (1X,6H &END)
END
C
C
C ROOT SOLVER FUNCTION
C
FUNCTION ZBRENT(FUNC,X1 ,X2,TOL)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*4 TOL
PARAMETER (ITMAX=100,EPS=3 E-8)
C
A=X1
B=X2
FA=FUNC(A)
FB=FUNC(B)
IF(FB*FA GTO ) PAUSE 'Root must be bracketed for ZBRENT'
FC=FB
DO 11 ITER=1,ITMAX
IF(FB*FC GT 0) THEN
C=A
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FC=FA
D=B-A
E=D
ENDIF
IF(ABS(FC).LT.ABS(FB)) THEN
A=B
B=C
C=A
FA=FB
FB=FC
FC=FA
ENDIF
TOL1=2.*EPS*ABS(B)+0.5*TOL
XM=.5*(C-B)
IF(ABS(XM).LE.T0L1 .OR. FB.EQ.0.)THEN
ZBRENT=B
RETURN
ENDIF
IF(ABS(E).GE.TOLl .AND. ABS(FA).GT.ABS(FB)) THEN
S=FB/FA
IF(A.EQ.C) THEN
P=2.*XM*S
Q=l.-S
ELSE
Q=FA/FC
R=FB/FC
P=S*(2.*XM*Q*(Q-R)-(B-A)*(R-1.))
Q=(Q-1.)*(R-1.)*(S-1.)
ENDIF
IF(P.GT.O.) Q=-Q
P=ABS(P)
IF(2.*P .LT. MIN(3.*XM*Q-ABS(TOLl*Q),ABS(E*Q))) THEN
E=D
D=P/Q
ELSE
D=XM
E=D
ENDIF
ELSE
D=XM
E=D
ENDIF
A=B
FA=FB
IF(ABS(D) .GT. TOL1) THEN
B=B+D
ELSE
B=B+SIGN(TOLl,XM)
ENDIF
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FB=FUNC(B)
11 CONTINUE
PAUSE 'ZBRENT exceeding maximum iterations '
ZBRENT=B
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE REGION(RI,R01 ,XI,XL1 ,R02,XL2,YI,MO,NTRICK,THETAL)
C
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS THE LOCATION OF A POINT (XLYI) WHETHER ITS IN
C THE FIRST, SECOND, OR SOURCE ZONE THEN IT CALCULATES THE MACH NUMBER
C AT THAT POINT ACCORDINGLY
C
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
EXTERNAL RADIUS
PARAMETER (L=350)
REAL*8 MO,MUl,MU2,MULAST,MF,MA
COMMON /ONE/ RSTAR,MF,MA
COMMON /TWO/ MU1(0 L),MU2(L),THETA1(0 L),THETA2(L)
1 ,SL1(L),SL2(L),R1(0 L)Jl2(L),NPOINTS,m3,mmax,ll ,ntrash,ntrash2
COMMON/THR/RII
COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
DIMENSION X1(0 L),TEMP1(0 L),TEMP2(L),X2(L)
RJI=RI
C
C CHECKING FOR THE FIRST REGION
C
STUPIDR=RI-R01
STUPIDX=XI-XL1
c PRINT*.'STUPIDR=^STUPIDR,, STUPIDX=',STUPIDX
c PRINT*,'RI=',RI,' R01=',R01,' R02=',R02
c PRINT*,'XI=',XI,' XL1=',XL1,' XL2=',XL2
IF ((STUPIDR GE 0) AND (STUPIDX LTO)) THEN
NTRICK=-1
c
PRINT*, 'HELLO FROM 1 ST'
Y=YI
DO 50 l=0,mt( 65001 *npomts)+l
X1(I)=(Y-R1(I)*(SIN(THETA1(I))-C0S(THETA1(I))*TAN(MU1(I)+
1
THETAl(I))))/rAN(MUl(I)+THETAl(I))
TEMP1(I)=XL-X1(I)
IF (TEMPI(I) EQ 0) THEN
MULAST=MU1(I)
GOTO 51
ENDIF
IF (I EQ0) GOTO 50
IF(((TEMP1(I) LTO) AND (TEMPI(I-1) LTO)) OR
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1

((TEMPl(I) GTO) AND (TEMPI(I-1) GTO))) THEN
GOTO 50
ELSE
CALLLINEAR(TEMP1(I),TEMP1(I-1),MU1(I),MU1(I-1),MULAST)
CALLLINEAR(TEMP1(I),TEMP1(I-1),THETA1(I),THETA1(I-1)
1
,THETAL)
c
pnnt*,'from 1st thetal=\thetal*57 29578
51
MO=l /SIN(MULAST)
RETURN
ENDIF
50
CONTINUE
ELSE
IF (STUPIDX GT 0) THEN
NTPJCK=-1
c
PRINT*,'HELLO FROM OUT P
MO=MF
THETAL=THETA1(0)
RETURN
ENDIF
c
c The following fixes the problem of finding some
c of the pomts around the inflection point in their
c incorrect regions due to the inaccuracy of the linear
c interpolation
c
c the following two statements are just to get arround
c the common statements
c
nl=ntrash
nprext=ntrash2
nfix=0
nnl=nl
if(nprext eq l)nnl=nl+l
if(m3 eq mmax and 11 nennl)nfix=l
C
C CHECKING FOR THE SOURCE REGION
C
IF (((RI GTR02) AND (RI LTROl)) and nfix eq 0) THEN
NTRICK=1
c
PRINT*,'HELLO FROM SOURCE'
MO=ZBRENT(RADIUS,MA,MF,l E-5)
return
ENDIF
C
C CHECKING FOR THE SECOND REGION
c
PI=3 14159265
STUPID=XI-XL2
c
PRINT*,'STUPID=',STUPID
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IF (((RI LE R02) AND (STUPID GT 1 E-6))) THEN
Y=YI
NTRICK=0
c
PRINT*,'HELLO FROM 2ND'
DO 60 J=int( 65001*npomts),NPOINTS
X2(J)=(Y-R2(J)*(SIN(THETA2(J))-COS(THETA2(J))*TAN(PI1
MU2(J)+THETA2(J))))/TAN(PI-MU2(J)+ THETA2(J))
c if(11 ge 150) then
c wnte(MOOO) x20),xi,y,r20),theta2(j),mu2(]),
c 1 TAN(-MU2(J)+THETA2(J))
c endif
c
pnnt*,'x2(])=\x2(j)
TEMP2(J)=X2(J)-XI
c
PRINT*,'TEMP2(J)=',TEMP2(J),' X2(J)=',X2(J)
IF (TEMP2(J) EQ 0) THEN
MULAST=MU2(J)
GOTO 61
ENDIF
IF (J EQ int( 65001 *npoints)) GOTO 60
IF(((TEMP2(J) LTO) AND (TEMP2(J-1) LTO)) OR
1
((TEMP2(J) GT 0) AND (TEMP2(J-1) GT 0))) THEN
GOTO 60
ELSE
CALL LINEAR(TEMP2(J),TEMP2(J-1 ),MU2(J),
1
MU2(J-1),MULAST)
c
pnnt*,'TEMP2(J-l)=',TEMP2(J-l),'MU2(J)=',MU2(J)
c
pnnt*,'MU2(J-l)=',MU2(J-l),'MULAST=',MULAST
CALLLINEAR(TEMP2(J),TEMP2(J-1),THETA2(J),
1
THETA2(J-1),THETAL)
c
pnnt*,'from 2nd thetal=',thetal*57 29578
61
MO=l /SIN(MULAST)
c
pnnt*,'mo=',mo
RETURN
ENDIF
60
CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF (STUPID LT 0) THEN
NTRICK=0
c
PRINT*,'HELLO FROM OUT IF
MO=MA
THETAL=THETA2(NPOINTS)
RETURN
ENDIF
ENDIF
1000 format(lx,7(f8 4,2x))
RETURN
END
C
C
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function funcmd(m)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8 M,MF,ma,NU,mc,nuc,mmu,mu
COMMON /ONE/ RSTAR,MF,MA
COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
common /elev/ medietas
c
ts=thetas
c nuc=nu(mc)
gi^gratio
g=gama
gg=(g-l )/2
rs=l
fnu=nu(mf)
unm=nu(m)
rr=r(m)
ts=(ftiu-unm)/2
nuc=(fuu+unm)/2
t=ts+unm-nuc
l=(ts-t)*rr*m
mmu=mu(m)
c
denom=l +gg*m**2
c
pnnt*,'from funcmd'
c
funcmd=nu(mf)-nu(m)-2 *sqrt(m**2-l )/((gama+l )/2 *m**2)
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
c
a=(rr*cos(t)*(m**2-l )-(rr*sm(t)+l*sin(mmu-t))*sqrt(m**2-l))
c 1
/(m*denom)
c
b=-rr*cos(mmu-t)*(((ts-t)*(m**2-l )-sqrt(m**2-l ))/denom+ts-t)
c
c=-l*sm(nimu-t)/(m*sqrt(m**2-l))
c
funcmd=a+b+c
c
pnnt*, m,funcmd
c
wnte(10,*) m,funcmd
c
c
macsyma
c
c
C23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
f==-SQRT(((GG*M**2+l)/(G+l))**GR)*((((GG*2*^(GR/2 0)^M**4+(GG*GR1 GG+l)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**2+(GR-l)*2**(GR/2 0))*M+(GG*GR-GG)*2*
2 *(GR/2 0)*M**5+((l-GG)*GR+GG-l)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**3+(1-GR)*2**(GR/
3 2 0)*M)*NUC+((GG*2**(GR/2 0)*M**4+(GG*GR-GG+l)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**2
4 +(GR-l)*2**(GR/2 0))*M+(GG*GR-GG)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**5+((1-GG)
5 *GR+GG-l)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**3+(l-GR)*2**(GR/2 0)*M)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2
6 -1 )))*RS*SIN(TS-NUC+SQRT(GR)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1 )/SQRT(GR))-ATAN(S
7 QRT(M**2-l))-ASIN(l/M))+SQRT(GR)*((-GG*2**(GR/2 0)*M**4+(-GG*GR
8 +GG-l)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**2+(l-GR)*2**(GR/2 0))*M+(GG-GG*GR)*2
9 **(GR/2 0)*M**5+((GG-l)*GR-GG+l)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**3+(GR-1)*2**(GR
/2 0)*M)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1 )/SQRT(GR))*RS*SIN(TS-NUC+SQRT(GR)*ATA
, N(SQRT(M**2-1)/SQRT(GR))-ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1))-ASIN(1/M))+SQRT(M**
< 2-l)*((((GG*GR-GG*GR**2)*2**(GR/2 0)*M**3-GG*GR*2**(GR/2 0)*M**
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5)*NUC+((GG*GR-GG*GR**2)*2**(GR/2.0)*M**3-GG*GR*2**(GR/2.0)*M**
5)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1 )))*RS*C0S(TS-NUC+SQRT(GR)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1)
/SQRT(GR))-ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1))-ASIN(1/M))+SQRT(GR)*(GG*GR*2**(GR
/2.0)*M**5+(GG*GR**2-GG*GR)*2**(GR/2.0)*M**3)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1)
/SQRT(GR))*RS*C0S(TS-NUC+SQRT(GR)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1)/SQRT(GR))-A
TAN(SQRT(M**2-1))-ASIN(1/M))+((GG*GR-GG)*2**(GR/2.0)*M**4+(GG*G
R**2-2*GG*GR+GG-1 )*2**(GR/2.0)*M**2+( 1 -GR)*2**(GR/2.0))*RS*COS(
TS-NUC+SQRT(GR)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1 )/SQRT(GR))-ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1)))
)+((GG*GR-GG)*2**(GR/2.0)*M**5+((l-GG)*GR+GG-l)*2**(GR/2.0)*M**
3+( 1 -GR)*2**(GR/2.0)*M)*RS*COS(TS-NUC+SQRT(GR)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1
)/SQRT(GR))-ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1 ))-ASIN(l/M))+((GG-GG*GR)*2**(GR/2.
0)*M**4+((GG-1)*GR-GG+1)*2**(GR/2.0)*M**2+(GR-1)*2**(GR/2.0))*R
S*SIN(TS-NUC+SQRT(GR)*ATAN(SQRT(M**2-1)/SQRT(GR))-ATAN(SQRT(M**
2-l))))/(SQRT(M**2-l)*(GG*M**6+(GG*GR-GG+l)*M**4+(GR-l)*M**2))

funcmd=f
c
return
end
FUNCTION AVG(M)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8 M,MA,MF,NU
COMMON /ONE/ RSTAR,MFJVIA
COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
csa AVG=NU(M)-(NU(MF)+NU(MA))/2.
AVG=NU(M)-(NU(MF)+NU(MA))/2.
RETURN
END
C
C
REAL*8 FUNCTION NU(M)
C
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATE THE PRANDTLE-MEYER FUNCTION
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8M
GAMA=1.4
GRATIO=(GAMA+1 .)/(GAMA-1.)
NU=SQRT(GRATIO)*ATAN(SQRT((M**2-l .)/GRATIO))-ATAN(SQRT(M**2-l.))
RETURN
END
C
C
FUNCTION R(M)
C
C THIS FUNCTION CALCULATES THE RADIAL DISTANCE FROM THE GLOBAL ORIGEN
C TO THE CHARACTERISTIC LINE.
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8 M,MF,MA
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COMMON /ONE/ RSTAR,MF,MA
COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
R=RSTAR/M*SQRT((2./(GAMA+l.)*(l.+(GAMA-l.)/2.*M**2))**GRATIO)
RETURN
END
C
C
C
REAL*8 FUNCTION MU(M)
C
C MU IS THE MACH ANGLE
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8M
MU=ASIN(1./M)
RETURN
END
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE LINEAR(D,C,B,A,X)
C
C THIS SUBROUTINE DOES A LINEAR INTERPOLATION.
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
Y=0
X=((Y-C)/(D-C))*(B-A)+A
RETURN
END
C
C
FUNCTION RADIUS (M)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8 M,MA,MF
COMMON /ONE/ RSTAR,MF,MA
COMMON/THR/RII
COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
RADIUS=RII-RSTAR/M*SQRT((2./(GAMA+l.)*(l.+(GAMA-l.)/2.
1
*M**2))**GRATIO)
RETURN
END
C
C
C
FUNCTION SLOPEl(THETAS,FJ*,THETA,MUU,M,SL)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8 MUU,M
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COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
C
ts=thetas
t=theta
i^rr
g=gama
gg=(gama-l.)/2.
*23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
SL0PE1=-(SQRT(M**2-1.)*(((M**2-1.)*ABS(M)+
+(1.-GG)*M**5-3.*M**3+M)*R*SIN(T)*TS+
+((l.-M**2)*ABS(M)+(GG-10*M**5+3.*M**3-M)*R*T*SIN(T))+((
+M**4-2.*M**2+l.)*ABS(M)-M**5+2.*M**3-M)*R*COS(T)*TS+
+((M**4-2.*M**2+10*ABS(M)+M**5-2.*M**3+M)*R*SIN(T)
++((-M**4+2.*M**2-10*ABS(M)+M**5-2.*M**3+M)*R*T*COS(T))/
+(SQRT(M**2-1.)*(((M**2-1.)*ABS(M)+(1.-GG)*M**5-3.*M**3+
+M)*R*COS(T)*TS+((1.-M**2)*ABS(M)+(GG-10*M**5+3.*M**3-M)*R*
+T*COS(T))+((-M**4+2.*M**2-10*ABS(M)+M**5-2.*M**3+M)*R*SIN(T)*
4TSH<(M**4-2.*M**2+10*A£S(M)-M**5+2.*M^

++((M**4-2.*M**2+l.)*ABS(M)+M**5-2.*M**3+M)*R*COS(T))
RETURN
END
C
C
C
FUNCTION SLOPE2(THETASJRR,THETA,MUU,M,SL)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8 MUU,M
COMMON /FOR/ GAMA,GRATIO
C
gg=(gama-l.)/2.
ts=thetas
t=theta
r=rr
g=gama
*23456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012
*
SLOPE2=-(SQRT(M**2-l.)*(((M**2-l.)*ABS(M)+
+(GG+1.)*M**5-M**3+M)*R*SIN(T)*TS+((1.-M**2)*ABS(M)+
+(-GG-10*M**5+M**3-M)*R*T*SIN(T))+((-M**4+2.*M**2-L)*ABS(M)
++M**5-2,*M**3+M)*R*COS(T)*TS+((-M**4+2.*M**2-l.)*ABS(M)-M**5
4H-2.*M**3-M)*R*SIN(T)+((M*^
+ * R * T * C os(T))/(SQRT(M**2-10*(((M**2-10*ABS(M)+(GG+10*M**5-M**3
++M)*R*COS(T)*TS+((l -M**2)*ABS(M)+(-GG-l.)*M**5+M**3-M)*R*T*COS
+(T))+((M**4-2.*M**2+10*ABS(M)-M**5+2.*M**3-M)*R*SIN(T)*TS+((+M**4+2.*M**2-1.)*ABS(M)+M**5-2.*M**3+M)*R*T*SIN(T)+
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+((-M**4+2. *M**2-1 .)*ABS(M)-M**5+2. *M**3-M)*R*C0S(T))
RETURN
END
c
c
c
SUBROUTINE GRAPH(X,Y,RO,M,T,LMAX,MMAX)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*8M
PARAMETER (LMX=350,MMX=350)
DIMENSION X(LMX),Y(LMX,MMX) J>P(LMX,MMX),
1
M(LMX,MMX),T(LMX,MMX),PO(LMX,MMX)
COMMON/FIVE/PP
C
OPEN(UNIT=61 ,FILE='pocex.dat')
OPEN(UNIT=62,FILE='pwallex.dat')
OPEN(UNIT=63,FTLE='pofaex.dat')
OPEN(UNIT=64,FILE='pcentex.dat')
G=1.4
C
DO10LL=lJL,MAX
PO(LL,l)=PP(LL,l)*(l.+(G-l.)/2.*M(LL,l)**2)**(G/(G-l.))
PO( 1 ,MMAX)=PP( 1 ,MMAX)*( 1 .+(G-1 .)/2. *M( 1 ,MMAX)**2)
1
**(G/(G-1.))
POC=PO(LL, 1 )/PO( 1 ,MMAX)
WRITE(61,100) X(LL)/X(LMAX),POC
write(64,100) X(LL)/X(LMAX),pp(ll, 1 )/pp( 1,1)
WRITE(62,100)X(LL)/X(LMAX)PP(LL,MMAX)/PP(1,MMAX)
10 CONTINUE
DO20MM=l,MMAX
c
print*,y(l,mm)
c
print*,y(l,mmax)
ETA=Y( 1 ,MM)/Y( 1 ,MMAX)
PO( 1 ,MM)=PP( 1 ,MM)*( 1 .+(G-1 .)/2.*M( 1 ,MM)**2)**(G/(G-1.))
PO(LMAX,MM)=PP(LMAX,MM)*(l.+(G-l.)/2.*M(LMAX,MM)**2)
1
**(G/(G-1.))
POF=PO(LMAX,MM)/PO( 1 ,MM)
WRITE(63,100) ETAJ>OF
20 CONTINUE
C
100 FORMAT(3X,G13.6,3X,G13.6)
CLOSE(61)
CLOSE(62)
CLOSE(63)
close(64)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE MESH(NP0INTS,MF1,MC,MC2,D1,D2,TEMP,THETAS)
C
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
PARAMETER (L=400)
DPMENSION XE1(0 L),XE2(0 L),YE1(0 L),YE2(0 L)
REAL*8 MF1,MC,MC2,NU,M1,M2,MF,MA,M
COMMON /ONE/ RSTAR,MF,MA
C
OPEN(UNIT=51,FTLE='cl dat')
OPEN(UNIT=52,FILE='c2 dat')
DO 10 M=MF,MC- 1
NJUMP=0
DO20Ml=l,5,l
T=NU(M)-NU(M1)
R1=R(M1)
IF (T LTO) THEN
IF (NJUMPNE 0) GOTO 20
R1=R(M)
T=0
NJUMP=NJUMP+1
ENDIF
XE1 (I)=TEMP-R1 *COS(T)
YE1(I)=R1*SIN(T)
if (m eq mf- 2) WRITE(51,100) XE1(I),YE1(I)
c
IF (m gt 2 5 and m It 2 6) WRITE(51,100) XE1(I),YE1(I)
1=1+1
20 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
1=0
DO 30M=MC,MA- 1
NJUMP=0
DO40M2=l ,5,1
T=THETAS+NU(M2)-NU(M)
R2=R(M2)
c
IF (m gt 1 8 and m It 1 9) pnnt*,t
IF (TLTO) THEN
IF (NJUMPNE 0) GOTO 40
R2=R(M)
T=0
NrUMP=NJUMP+l
ENDIF
XE2(I)=TEMP-R2*COS(T)
YE2(I)=R2*SIN(T)
if (m eq mc- 2) WRITE(52,100) XE2(I),YE2(I)
c
IF (m gt 1 8 and m It 1 9) WRITE(52,100) XE2(I),YE2(I)
1=1+1
40 CONTINUE
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30 CONTINUE
c
CLOSE(51)
CLOSE(52)
C
100 FORMAT(3X,F10 5,5X,F10 5)
RETURN
END
c
c
c
c
subroutme nonbias(x,y,slope,npoints)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
PARAMETER (L=3 50,11= 150)
dimension x(0 l),y(0 l),slope(0 l),yi(0 ll),sy(0 l),sp(01)
integer ybias
COMMON /SIX/ EXPl,EXP2,YEXP,yf,tl,t2,Nl,N2,N3,NGEOM,NOZZLE^iunif,
1 ybias ,nprext
OPEN(UNIT=3,FTLE='geom dat')
OPEN(UNlT=7,FILE='geom2 dat')
IF (NGEOM EQO OR NGEOM EQ 4) THEN
WRITE(3,100) l,x(0),l,Y(0)
ENDIF
IF (NGEOM EQ 1) WRITE(3,101) x(0),Y(0)
WRITE(7,103) 1,Y(0),1,SLOPE(0)
IF (NGEOM EQ 2) WRITE(3,102) l,X(0),l,Yi(0)
if(ybias eq 0) n3=n3-l
n2=n2+l
if (ybias eq 0) then
dy=yf/float(n3)
do 10 i=l,n3
yi(i)=i*dy
10
contmue
else
do223i=l,n3-l
s 11 =((float(n3-i))/(float(n3-1 )))**yexp
sumll = s u m l l +sll
223
continue
sll=0
dex3=yf/suml 1
sumll=0
c
do 128 n = l 3 3 - l
sll=((float(n3-n))/(float(n3-l)))**yexp
sumll = sumll+sll*dex3
yi(u)=sumll
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128 continue
endif
c The reason for this seperation is that the above loop blows-up
c for negative exponents
c
if(ybias eq 0) yi(n3+l)=yf
if(ybias ne 0) yi(n3)=Yf
slope(npoints)=0
c
CALL SPLINE(X,Y,0,NPOINTS,0,0,SY)
CALL SPLINE(X,slope,0,NPOINTS,0,0,SP)
do20k=0,npoints-15
if(ngeom eq 1) WRITE(3,101) x(k)+x(l),y(k)
WRITE(7,103) k+2,y(k),k+2,-slope(k)
IF (NGEOM EQ 2) THEN
IF (YBIAS NEO AND k E Q l ) N 3 = N 3 - l
IF (k LE N3 and k ge 1) THEN
WRITE(3,102)k+2,x(k)+x(l),k+l,yi(k)
ELSE
WRITE(3,99) k+2,x(k)+x(l)
ENDIF
ENDIF
20 contmue
Ll=k
d=(x(npoints)-x(npoints-15))/5
do30L2=l,5
c donotaddx(l) todd
dd=float(L2)*d+x(npoints-15)
call splmt(x,y,sy,0,npoints,dd,yy)
callsplmt(x,slope,sp,Ojipomts,dd,spp)
if(ngeom eq 1) WRITE(3,101) dd+x(l),yy
IF (NGEOM EQ 2) WRTTE(3,99) Ll+2,dd+x(l)
WRITE(7,103) Ll+2,yy,Ll+2,-spp
L1=L1+1
30 contmue
if (nozzle eq l)then
Ll=Ll+2
if (ngeom eq 2) then
WRITE(3,99) Ll,d+x(l)+x(npoints)
WRITE(3,99) Ll+l,2 :f 'd+x(l)+x(npoints)
WRITE(3,99) Ll+2,3*d+x(l)+x(npomts)
WRITE(3,99) Ll+3,4*d+x(l)+x(npoints)
elseif (ngeom eq 1) then
WRITE(3,101) d+x( 1 )+x(npomts),y(npomts)
WRITE(3,101) 2*d+x( 1 )+x(npoints),y(npoints)
WRITE(3,101)3*d+x(l)+x(npomts),y(npoints)
WRITE(3,101) 4*d+x( 1 )+x(npoints),y(npomts)
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endif
WRITE(7,103)
WRITE(7,103)
WRITE(7,103)
WRITE(7,103)
endif

Ll,y(npoints),Ll,0
Ll+l,y(npoints),Ll+l,0
Ll+2,y(npoints),Ll+2,0
Ll+3,y(npoints),Ll+3,0

close(3)
close(7)
99 FORMAT(3X,'XP(',I3,')=',F20 16)
100 FORMAT(3X,'XWI(',I3,')=',F20 16,',',2X,'YWI(',I3,')=',F20 16,'/)
101 FORMAT(3X,F20 16,3X,F20 16)
102 FORMAT(3X,'XP(',I3,')=',F20 16,\',2X,'YI(',I3,')=',F20 16,',')
103 FORMAT(3X,'YW(\I3,')=',F20 16,',',2X,'NXNY(',I3,')=',F20 16,',')
107 format(3(3x,f20 16))
108 FORMAT(3X,'XP(',I3,')=',F20 16,',')
return
end
subroutme bias(x,y,slope,npoints,ddxx)
c
c This subroutine takes the arrays x, y, and slope and calculates
c biased values compressed towards the inflection point This subroutine
c depends on the splint and spline for seeking its interpolated values
c This subroutine also have the option to create biased points in the
c y-direction as well
c
**** ]sjote i ^ a negatxve sign has been assigined to the slope as it is ****
**** printed out to the file, for VNAP2 foimat
****
c
c Note that for biased calculations S11, SI, and S2 are the vanables that
c determine the startmg pomt While DEXl, DEX2, and DEX3 are the vanables
c that determine the direction ===> -ve to the nght of the starting point
c
+ve to the left of the startmg point
c
c The exponents EXP1, EXP2, and YEXP determine the order
c
-ve compression around the startmg point
c
+ve compression around the end point
c
c tl & t2 provide more control of biasing espicially towards the ends of
c each diffuser segment Their real behvior can only be notices by plottmg
c the generated pomts and comparing
c
c ss is a dummy array that is used to calculate the %difference m
c the increments
c
c xcst is a flag that specifies the 2nd region's biasmg to be constant
c AND equal to the last incrument of the 1 st region
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c nprext is a flag when nonzero causes the program to insert a point
c before the diffuser This pomt is at a constant hight of yf
c
c The variable ddxx is only considered when nozzle=l Its returned to mam
c to be used m calculating the exact solution All the values of x that been
c generated by vnap2 (dumped into gnd out) are subtracted by ddxx This way
c the exact solution sees the gnd as if it was generated for the pnmary
c diffuser geometry, not the one being generated by subroutme bias
c Not to confuse that the wall being generated here is exactly the same
c one generated in mam except when nozzle=l
implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)
parameter (1=350,11=150)
dimension x(0 l),y(0 l),slope(0 l),sy(0 l),sp(0 l),yi(0 11),
1
ss(0 1)
mteger ybias,xcst
COMMON /SIX/ EXPl,EXP2,YEXP,yf,tl,t2,Nl,N2,N3,NGEOM,NOZ2LE,nunif,
1 ybias ,nprext
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='geom dat')
OPEN(UNIT=7,FTLE='geom2 dat')
open(unit=225 ,file= 'spline')
c
CALL SPLINE(X,Y,0,NPOINTS,0,0,SY)
CALL SPLINE(X,slope,0,NPOINTS,0,0,SP)
c
c
c

tl= 9999
t2=l 01
nloop=l
numbei=l
numberl=0
xcst=0
xunif= 5*x(npoints)
c xa=0 0
xbl=x(int( 65001*npoints))
xb2=tl*x(mt( 65001 *npoints))
xc=x(npoints)
c
c The following is the part that calculates the y-direction biased pomts
c n3 is number of points m y-direction yexp is the bias ratio
*** NOTE THAT FOR YBIAS=0 THE PROGRAM WELL GENERATE N3+1 EQUALLY SPACED PT'S
***
C
if(ybias eq 0) n3=n3-l
n2=n2+l
if (ybias eq 0) then
dy=yf/float(n3)
do 10 i=l,n3
yi(i)=i*dy
10 contmue
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else
do223i=l,n3-l
sll=((float(n3-i))/(float(n3-l)))**yexp
sumll = sumll +sll
223
continue
sll=0.
dex3=yf/sumll
sumll=0
c
dol28n=l,n3-l
sll=((float(n3-u))/(float(n3-l)))**yexp
sumll = sumll+sll*dex3
yi(n)=sumll
128 continue
endif
c
c
IF (NGEOM.EQ.O .OR. NGEOM.EQ.4) THEN
WRITE(3,100) l,x(0),l,Y(0)
ENDIF
IF (NGEOM.EQ.l) WRITE(3,101) x(0),Y(0)
WRITE(7,103) 1,Y(0),1,SLOPE(0)
IF (NGEOM.EQ.2) WRITE(3,102) l,X(0),l,Yi(0)
c
c The followmg changes are made for a uniform gnd up to 50% ofthe
c diffuser
C23456
pnnt*,"
pnnt*, 'THE OPTION "umf HAS BEEN DEACTIVATED'
cc
if (nunif.ge 1) then
c
do 122i=l,nunif
c
delta=xunif/float(nunif)
c
xuform=xuform+delta
c
CALL SPLINT(X,Y,SY,0,NPOINTS,xuform,Yufonn)
c
CALL SPLINT(X,slope,sp,0,NPOINTS,xuform,spform)
c
IF (NGEOM EQ.O .OR. NGEOM.EQ 4) THEN
c
WRITE(3,100) 1+1 ,xuform,I+1 ,Yuform
c
ENDIF
c
IF (NGEOM.EQ. 1) WRITE(3,101) xuform,Yuform
c
IF (NGEOM.EQ.2) WRITE(3,102) I+l,xuform,I+l,yi(i)
c
WRITE(7,103) I+l,Yuform,I+l,-SPform
cl22
contmue
c
endif
c
c The reason for this seperation is that the above loop blows-up
c for negative exponents.
c
if(ybias.eq.O) yi(n3+l)=yf
if(ybias.ne.O) yi(n3)=Yf
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c expl & exp2 are the two vanables that control the bias ratio
c
c nl & n2 are the vaiables that control the number of pomts to be biased
c m each region
c
c
ss(0)=0
sum 1=0
sum2=0
sl=0
s2=0
do 123 i=l^il-l
sl=((float(nl-i))/(float(nl-l)))**expl
suml =suml +sl
123 continue
dol24i=l,n2-l
s2=((float(n2-i))/(float(n2-l)))**exp2
sum2 = sum2 +s2
124 continue
wnte(225,107) x(0),y(0),slope(0)
dex 1=(xb2-xa)/sum 1
c dex 1=(xb2-xuform)/sum 1
dex2=(t2*xc-xb2)/sum2
suml=xa
c
suml=xuform
sum2=xb2
sl=0
s2=0
ij=2

c
c The followmg changes are made to add a pomt at the begming of the cliff
c
ddxx=0
if (nprext eq 1) then
ddxx=dexl
nloop=2
number=0
number 1=1
ij=3

WRTTE(7,103) 2,Y(0),2,SLOPE(0)
if (ngeom eq 2) wnte(3,108) 2,x(0)+ddxx
if (ngeom eq 1) wnte(3,101) x(0)+ddxx,y(0)
pnnt*,'ddxx from bais=',ddxx
endif

c

do 126 i=nloop,n 1 -number
dol26i=l,nl-l
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sl=((float(nl-i))/(float(nl-l)))**expl
suml = suml +sl*dexl
CALL SPLINT(X,Y,SY,0,NPOINTS,suml,YY)
CALL SPLINT(X,slope,sp,0,NPOINTS,suml ,spp)
if (nunif ge 1) i=i+nunif
IF (NGEOM EQ 0 OR NGEOM EQ 4) THEN
WRITE(3,100)I+l+numberl,SUMl+ddxx,I+l+numberl,YY
ENDIF
IF (NGEOM EQ 1) WRITE(3,101) SUMl+ddxx,YY
WRITE(7,103)I+l+numberl,YY,I+l+numberl,-SPP
IF (NGEOM EQ 2) THEN
IF (YBIAS NE 0 AND I EQ 1) N3=N3-1
IF (I LE N3) THEN
WRITE(3,102)I+l+numberl,SUMl+ddxx,I+l,YI(I)
ss(i)=suml+ddxx
ELSE
WRITE(3,99) I+l+numberl,SUMl+ddxx
ss(i)=suml+ddxx
ENDIF
ENDIF
wnte(225,107) suml,yy,spp
if (numf ge 1) i=i-numf
ij=ij+l

126 continue
c
c In the followmg loop "129" it is assumed that n3<(nl+numf)
c
if (xcst ne 0) then
ndx=ifix((xc-xb2)/(s 1 *dex 1))
c
c ndx might not equal n3 because of the forced condition equal spacmg
c incrument taken from the last step in the 1st region
c
dol29i=l,ndx
sum2=sum2+s 1 *dex 1
CALL SPLINT(X,Y,SY,0,npoints,sum2,YY)
CALLSPLINT(X,slope,sp,0jipomts,sum2,spp)
if (numf ge 1) i=i+(nunif+nl)-1
IF (NGEOM EQ 0 OR NGEOM EQ 4) THEN
WRITE(3,100) I+l,sum2,I+l,YY
ENDIF
IF (NGEOM EQ 1) WRITE(3,101) sum2+ddxx,YY
IF (NGEOM EQ 2) WRITE(3,99) I+l,sum2+ddxx
WRTTE(7,103) I+1,YY,I+1,-SPP
if (numf ge 1) i=i-(nunif+nl-l)
ij=ij+l

129 continue
else
dol27i=l,n2-2
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s2=((float(n2-i))/(float(n2-l)))**exp2
sum2 = sum2 +s2*dex2
CALL SPLINT(X,Y,SY,0,npoints,sum2,YY)
CALLSPLINT(X,slope,sp,0,npoints,sum2,spp)
IF (NGEOMEQO OR NGEOM EQ 4) THEN
WRITE(3,100) IJ,SUM2+ddxx,IJ,YY
ENDIF
IF (NGEOM EQ 1) WRITE(3,101) SUM2+ddxx,YY
IF (NGEOM EQ 2) THEN
IF(IJLEN3-1)THEN
WRITE(3,102) IJ,SUM2+ddxx,IJ,YI(I)
ss(ij-l)=sum2
ELSE
WRITE(3,99) IJ,SUM2+ddxx
ss(ij-l)=sum2
ENDIF
ENDIF
WRTTE(7,103) IJ,YY,IJ,-SPP
wnte(225,107) sum2+ddxx,yy,spp
ij=ij+l

127 continue
endif
c
c
if (numf ge 1) nl=nl+nunif
if (xcst ne 0) n2=ndx+2
ss(nl+n2-2)=x(npoints)
IF (NGEOMEQO OR NGEOM EQ4) THEN
WRITE(3,100) nl+n2-l+numberl, x(npomts)+ddxx,nl+n2-l+numberl,
1
Y(npoints)
ENDIF
IF (NGEOM EQ 1) WRITE(3,101) x(npoints)+ddxx,Y(npoints)
IF (NGEOM EQ 2) THEN
IF(IJLEN3-1)THEN
WRITE(3,102) nl +n2-1 +number 1 ,x(npomts)+ddxx,nl +n2-1 +number 1,
1
Y(npoints)
ELSE
WRITE(3,99) n 1+n2-1+number 1 ,x(npoints)+ddxx
ENDIF
ENDIF
WRITE(7,103)nl+n2-l+numberl,Y(npoints),nl+n2-l+numberl,0
wnte(225,107)x(npoints)+ddxx,y(npoints),0
np=npoints
IF (NOZZLE EQ 0) GOTO 17
IF (NGEOM EQ 0 OR NGEOM EQ 4) THEN
pnnt*,'THIS OPTION IS NOT IMPLEMENTED ALL THE WAY YET ngeom=0,4'
WRITE(3,100) np+2,sum2+l 7*ddxx,NP+2,Y(NP)
WRITE(3,100) NP+3,sum2+2 0*ddxx,NP+3,Y(NP)
WRITE(3,100) NP+4,sum2+2 3*ddxx,NP+4,Y(NP)
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WRITE(3,100) NP+5,sum2+2 6*ddxx,NP+5,Y(NP)
ENDIF
IF (NGEOM EQ 1) THEN
ddxx2=s2*dex2
WRITE(3,101) x(np)+ddxx+ddxx2,Y(NP)
WRITE(3,101) x(np)+ddxx+2 0*ddxx2,Y(NP)
WRITE(3,101) x(np)+ddxx+3 0*ddxx2,Y(NP)
WRITE(3,101) x(np)+ddxx+4 0*ddxx2,Y(NP)
ENDIF
C
17 IF (NGEOM EQ 2 AND NOZZLE NE 0) THEN
ddxx2=s2*dex2
WRITE(3,108) ij+l,x(np)+ddxx+ddxx2
WRITE(3,108) ij+2,x(np)+ddxx+2 0*ddxx2
WRITE(3,108) ij+3,x(np)+ddxx+3 0*ddxx2
WRITE(3,108) ij+4,x(np)+ddxx+4 0*ddxx2
WRITE(7,103) ij+l,y(np),ij+l,0
WRITE(7,103) ij+2,y(np),ij+2,0
WRITE(7,103) ij+3,y(np),ij+3,0
WRITE(7,103) ij+4,y(np),ij+4,0
ENDIF

0000000
0000000
0000000
0000000

c
c The following loop calculates the %difference in the x-increments
c
c
wnte(*,*) 'This calculation was made assuming dumyl>dumy2'
c
do555i=l,nl+n2-3
c
dumyl=ss(i)-ss(i-l)
c
dumy2=ss(i+l)-ss(i)
c
percent=abs(dumyl-dumy2)/dumy 1*100
c
wnte(*,*) i,' \percent
c 555 continue
99 FORMAT(3X,'XP(',I3,')=',F20 16)
100 FORMAT(3X,'XWI(',I3,')=',F20 16,',',2X,'YWI(',I3,')=',F20 16,',')
101 FORMAT(3X,F20 16,3X,F20 16)
102 FORMAT(3X,'XP(',I3,')=\F20 16,',',2X,'YI(',I3,')=',F20 16,',')
103 FORMAT(3X,'YW(',I3,')=',F20 16,',',2X,'NXNY(',I3,')=',F20 16,',')
107 format(3(3x,f20 16))
108 FORMAT(3X,'XP(',I3,')=',F20 16,',')
CLOSE(3)
CLOSE(7)
close(225)
return
end
c
c
SUBROUTINE SPLINE(x,y,Nl ,N,YP1 ,YPN,Y2)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
PARAMETER (NMAX=800)
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DIMENSION X(nl N),Y(nl N),Y2(nl N),U(0 Nmax)
IF (YP1 GT 99E30) THEN
Y2(N1)=0
U(N1)=0
ELSE
Y2(Nl)=-0 5
U(N1)=(3/(X(N1+1)-X(N1)))*((Y(N1+1)-Y(N1))/(X(N1+1)-X(N1))-YP1)
ENDIF
DO 11 I=N1+1,N-1
SIG=(X(I)-X(I-1))/(X(I+1)-X(I-1))
P=SIG*Y2(I-l)+2
Y2(I)=(SIG-1 )/P
U(I)=(6*((Y(I+1)-Y(I))/(X(I+1)-X(I))-(Y(I)-Y(I-1))
*
/(X(I)-Xa-l)))/(X(I+l)-X(I-l))-SIG*U(I-l))/P
11 CONTINUE
IF (YPN GT 99E30) THEN
QN=0
UN=0
ELSE
QN=0 5
UN=(3 /(X(N)-X(N-l )))*( YPN-( Y(N)-Y(N-1 ))/(X(N)-X(N-1)))
ENDIF
Y2(N)=(UN-QN*U(N-1))/(QN*Y2(N-1)+1 )
D012K=N-1,N1,-1
Y2(K)=Y2(K)*Y2(K+1 )+U(K)
12 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE SPLINT(xA,yA,Y2A,Nl,N,X,Y)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
DIMENSION XA(nl N),YA(nl N),Y2A(nl N)
KLO=Nl
KHI=N
1 IF (KHI-KLO GT 1) THEN
K=(KHI+KLO)/2
IF(XA(K)GTX)THEN
KHI=K
ELSE
KLO=K
ENDIF
GOTOl
ENDIF
H=XA(KHI)-XA(KLO)
IF (H EQ 0) PAUSE 'Bad XA input'
A=(XA(KHI)-X)/H
B=(X-XA(KLO))/H
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Y=A*YA(KLO)+B*YA(KHI)+
*
((A**3-A)*Y2A(KLO)+(B**3-B)*Y2A(KHI))*(H**2)/6
RETURN
END
subroutme fan(iregion,muu,t,yf ,x 1 ,y 1)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F,H,0-Z)
real*8 muu
common /ten/ last
open(unit=l ,file='fanlmes')
if(iregion.eq.l)then
sx=2. *yf/tan(muu+t)
sy=2.*yf
x2=xl+sx
y2=yl+sy
wnte(l,10)yl,xl,y2,x2
endif
if(iregion.eq.2) then
sx=2. *yf/tan( 180-(muu+t))
sy=2.*yf
x2=xl-sx
y2=yl+sy
wnte(l,10)yl,xl,y2,x2
endif
if(last.eq.l)close(l)
10 format(2(3x,fl0.5),/,2(3x,fl0 5))
return
end
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